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0 2 2 M A R K S the
Society’s Year
of Sustainability,
during which we will
explore the role for
geoscience in delivering
the energy transition
and the UN’s sustainable
development goals, through events,
education and outreach activities.
In a press release, President
Mike Daly notes that the “pivot
away from a carbon-based society
presents many opportunities for
the Earth sciences: from mitigating
climate change impacts to exploring
for geothermal energy and the key
energy transition metals such as
copper, cobalt and the rare earth
minerals, as well as enabling the
secure and economic storage of
carbon and radioactive waste”.

We’ve seen
an increase in
submissions relating to
sustainability
This pivot is reflected across our
field. For example, many university
geology departments have rebranded
as Earth, environmental science
and engineering departments; the
Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education is revising the Subject
Benchmark Statement for Earth
science degrees to place a greater
emphasis on sustainability (p. 11); and
oil-and-gas companies are evolving
to include a broader energy mix, with
the Society’s own Petroleum Group
expanding their scientific remit to
become the Energy Group.
This pivot is also mirrored in the
contributions we receive at the
magazine. We’ve seen an increase in
submissions relating to sustainability
and the energy transition, and this
edition, which includes discussion
around critical minerals (p. 14, 24, 38)
and the Society’s recent attendance
at COP26 (p. 18), is no exception. But
that’s not to say we’re uninterested
in other elements of geoscience –
from fundamental discoveries to
applied science and engineering,

from core to surface, from
Earth to our solar system
and beyond, we welcome
submissions on any
aspect of geoscience.
Geoscientist is your
magazine – it is built from
voluntary contributions
from the community, so if there are
topics you’d like to see covered, do
get in touch. We should emphasise
that Geoscientist is a magazine, not
a technical journal, and the views
expressed in our pages reflect those
of the authors, not their organisations,
the Society or the magazine.
To increase the diversity of
contributions and breadth of topics,
we’ve built a Contributors Team.
The team is composed of: Sade
Agard, graduate geologist and Chair
of the Area Code Foundation, a
not-for-profit resource management
organisation working in Bambilor,
Senegal; Dr Philip Ball, Chief of
Geothermal Innovation at the
Clean Air Task Force, Houston,
USA, and Honorary Senior
Researcher at Keele University,
UK; Lucy Blennerhassett, a PhD
student studying environmental
geochemistry, volcanism and
climate change at Trinity College
Dublin, Ireland; Prof Gerald (Jerry)
Dickens, Head of the Geology
Department at Trinity College
Dublin and Chief Editor of Geology;
Stephen McHugh, Research and
Administrative Support Officer at
the Irish Centre for Research in
Applied Geosciences, Dublin; and
Kyle Watts, a PhD Research Fellow at
the University of Stavanger, Norway,
studying a field in the Barents Sea.
In each issue, these talented
science communicators will report
on interesting recent discoveries as
part of a new magazine section In
Brief (p. 44), in addition to writing
longer-format articles. We’re
incredibly grateful to the team for
volunteering their time and skills
to help make Geoscientist a more
stimulating magazine, and hope that
you enjoy their varied contributions.
AMY WHITCHURCH,
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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S O C I E T Y A N D CO M M U N I T Y U P D AT E S

Our purpose, mission,
vision and values redefined
The recommendations of the Society’s Strategic Options Review have
been accepted by Council and bring valuable focus to our work
D UR I N G 2 0 2 0, T H E Society undertook
a Strategic Options Review to ‘consider
our future direction and specifically the
relevance of our science and membership
programmes’ (see article by President Mike
Daly, Geoscientist 30 (7), 16-19, 2020).
The review, which was carried out with
generous pro bono support from a leading
international management consultancy,

6
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concluded in September 2020 with the
acceptance of its final recommendations
by Council. A brief summary of these
recommendations was published by
Megan O’Donnell and Richard Hughes
(Geoscientist 30 (11), 8-9, 2020), and,
in future issues of Geoscientist, we will
report on other strategic initiatives taken in
response to the review.

TURN
TO PAGE
24
How can we
meet rising
demand for
graphite, which will be critical
for our low-carbon future?

A key short-term recommendation
was to redefine the Society’s purpose.
To this end a ‘task and finish’ group was
convened, and the scope of the work was
expanded to consider also the Society’s
mission, values and vision (the Society had
not previously developed either mission
or vision statements). The task and finish
group’s work over a 15-month period took
into consideration inputs and feedback
from the Society’s staff, trustees, Regional
and Specialist Groups. Its recommendations
were approved by Council in late
September 2021, and the final, approved
statements are figured here.
At this time of great change within our
profession, unprecedented scrutiny from
sometimes critical external parties, and with
the Society facing a major challenge around
its continued occupancy of Burlington
House, the need for clarity of purpose
is more important than ever. The final
statements set out what the Society seeks
to achieve through its broad portfolio of
activities (our mission), what drives us and
why we want to perform our mission (our
purpose), our desired future state (our vision),
and the behaviours and standards we seek to
demonstrate in achieving our goals (values).
Our values are aspirational, and there
is work to be done in ensuring we are
able to consistently achieve their required
standards. Collectively, I believe the
statements bring valuable focus to the
Society’s mission and purpose, clarity on
the societal impacts we seek to achieve,
and set out an engaging vision of a futurefocused, inclusive, and vibrant Earth science
community. I hope you agree.
Richard Hughes, Executive Secretary

NEWS

BURLINGTON
HOUSE UPDATE

SOCIET Y AWARDS 2022

Discussions with the landlord
continue over the unaffordability
of rents at Burlington House. An
in-person meeting took place
in early November 2021 with
officials of the Departments
of Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities, and Culture, Media
and Sport, and at the time of
writing the Burlington House
Societies are awaiting a response
from Government. Political
support continues, and in midDecember Darren Jones MP,
Chair of the Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy Committee,
and Greg Clark MP, Chair of
the Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport Committee, wrote to
Michael Gove MP, Secretary of
State, expressing their support
for the Societies’ position.
In parallel, the Re-location
Options Project, chaired by
past-President David Shilston,
continues to make progress in
evaluating the options available
to the Geological Society should
it be required to move. The
matter continues to be a focus
of Council considerations.
Richard Hughes,
Executive Secretary

THE SOCIETY IS delighted to announce the names of the 2022 Award winners and
offers its warmest congratulations to this year’s recipients:
NAME

AFFILIATION

AWARD

Prof Tanya Atwater

University of California

Wollaston Medal

Lamont-Doherty Earth

Lyell Medal

Dr William B. F. Ryan

Observatory of Columbia
University			
Prof Michael Bickle

University of Cambridge

Murchison Medal

Dr Rod Graham

Imperial College London

William Smith Medal
Sue Tyler Friedman Medal

Emeritus Professor

Royal Holloway, University

John Mather

of London			

Prof Clare Warren

The Open University

Dewey Medal

Dr Natasha Dowey

Sheffield Hallam University

Coke Medal

Dr Alison Monaghan

British Geological Survey

Coke Medal

Mr Ian Thomas

National Stone Centre

Distinguished
Service Award

North Sea Core

North Sea Core

R H Worth Medal

Dr Catherine Annen

The Institute of Geophysics of

Bigsby Medal

Czech Academy of Sciences
Dr Anna Joy Drury

University College London

Wollaston Fund

Dr Daniel Collins

Shell International Ltd

Lyell Fund

Dr Simon Matthews

University of Iceland

Murchison Fund

Dr Frederick Richards

Imperial College London

William Smith Fund

Dr Anna Bidgood

iCRAG – University

President’s Award

College Dublin
Mr James Preston

Shell UK Limited

President’s Award

FELLOWSHIP RENEWALS
I WOULD LIKE to remind Fellows to
renew their membership for the current
year if they have not already done so.
Your support is vital to the Society, so
to continue enjoying your membership
benefits, including access to publications,

journals and online resources, as well as
discounts on books and conferences,
please renew today either online or by
contacting the membership team at
renewals@geolsoc.org.uk
Richard Hughes, Executive Secretary

President’s Day Awards 2022
The Awards will be presented on President’s Day, Wednesday 8 June 2022, in a virtual event open to all Fellows.
Following the presentation, there will be a talk by Prof Tanya Atwater, Wollaston Medallist. Further details on timings
and how to register for President’s Day will be provided in the Society e-newsletter and on the website. The public
lecture series 2022/2023 will include talks by other 2022 medallists. Public lectures are free for Fellows to attend, so
please register for these events by visiting geolsoc.org.uk/Events/Society-Events
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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Council elections 2022:
vote to shape your society

COUNCIL
MEETINGS,
OGMS AND
AGM
COUNCIL AND
ORDINARY GENERAL
MEETINGS:
2022: 6 April, 22
June, 21 September,
23 November

The elections allow
Fellows to decide
who should serve
on Council

W E I N V I T E D FE L LOW S
to nominate new members
of Council to succeed those
retiring at the Annual General
Meeting on Wednesday 8 June
2022. Nine nominations were
received for six vacancies. The
process for the election of
members of Council is set out
in section 6 of the Bye-laws.
The preliminary ballot is
already in progress and its
results will determine the list
for the formal vote at this
year’s Annual General Meeting.
As in previous years, Civica
Election Services (CES), an
independent ballot service
provider with extensive
experience of overseeing

ballots, is administering the
Council ballot on behalf of
the Society.
In February, Fellows should
have received an email from
CES with instructions for how
to vote online. If you have not
yet received an email, please
check your spam emails. A
postal ballot pack was sent to
Fellows for whom we do not
have an email address. If you
have not received your ballot
pack via email or post, or have
any other difficulties casting
your vote, please contact
Christina Marron (christina.
marron@geolsoc.org.uk).
The elections are an
opportunity for Fellows to

When voting, Fellows may wish to consider
the areas of expertise of the continuing and
retiring members of Council
8
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decide who should serve on
Council. Council members
should represent the interests
of the entire Fellowship and
shape the Society so that it
can best respond to current
and emerging needs. When
voting, Fellows may wish to
consider the areas of expertise
of the continuing and retiring
members of Council shown
on page 54.
Prof Rob Strachan, Secretary
Publications, and Gemma
Sherwood were invited to
remain on Council for another
year to provide continuity, and
share their experience and
expertise. The nomination
of Prof Daniel Le Heron is
endorsed by Council to ensure
continuing expertise in the
field of scholarly publications.
Fellows are encouraged
to participate in the
preliminary ballot to

THE ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
2022 Wednesday 8
June 11:00 – 12:30
(GMT+1). The agenda
and further details
will be communicated
via the Society
e-newsletter, website
and in the summer
issue of Geoscientist.

secure a diverse Council
representative of all views
from across the Fellowship.
The outcome of the ballot
determines the list for the
formal vote at the Annual
General Meeting. The
closing date for voting,
online or postal, is 23.59 GMT
on Thursday 31 March 2022.
Postal ballot forms must be
sent to CES (not the Society)
and must arrive on or prior to
the deadline.
Please note only fellows of
the society are eligible to
vote

BIOGRAPHIES
Biographies of current
Council members can be
found at geolsoc.org.uk/
biographies. See page
54 for the supporting
statements of the Council
nominees.

NEWS

GeoCoLab aims to improve access
Rebecca Williams and colleagues report on efforts to improve
equity in analytical geoscience through an online platform
MUCH GEOSCIENCE research relies on funding
to access analytical facilities to create the most
fundamental datasets. During the 2021 NERC
‘Digital technologies to open up environmental
sciences’ Digital Sprint, our team investigated
inequities in access (in the UK and globally)
to analytical facilities, as well as the impact of
this inequity on the creation and publication of
analytical geoscience research and individual
research careers.
The team concluded that parachute science
(whereby science is conducted by researchers
from another country without local involvement)
is observed in analytical geoscience, and this leads
to inequities in published research. The survey
suggests that some groups have preferential
access to analytical facilities and the associated
funding, and that those with minority identities
in the UK, as well as those from the Global South
are more likely to be excluded from access to
analytical facilities. This ‘analytical facilities access
gap’ negatively affects success and retention in
research, impacting diversity in geoscience.
Our team aims to close this access gap,
and improve equity in geoscience, through an
app named GeoCoLab. This app is an online
collaborative platform that ‘match makes’
underserved Geoscience researchers (such as

unfunded early career researchers, minority and
marginalised researchers, those from the Global
South) who need access to analytical services
with Collaborating Laboratory facilities who have
agreed to offer a quota of pro-bono services.
Our team is led by the University of Hull
and includes researchers from the universities
of Derby, Aberdeen, Newcastle and Hull, the
British Geological Survey and the Natural
History Museum.
Dr Rebecca Williams, University of Hull, UK

GET INVOLVED
Find out more at
geocolab.github.io. If
you run a laboratory or
analytical facility and
would be interested
in partnering with
the project, you can submit an expression
of interest. Our survey on the impacts
of analytical access (or lack thereof) on
research careers is also still open for
responses. To stay up to date with what
we’re up to as the project develops, follow
us @GeoCoLab on Twitter.

The gap in access
to analytical
facilities negatively
affects diversity in
geoscience

RICHARD
HUGHES WILL
RETIRE IN 2022
The Society’s Executive
Secretary, Richard Hughes,
has decided to retire from
his post by the end of 2022,
ending a five-year tenure.
The Society will now start
a search and recruitment
process with the intent to
have a successor in post
during the third quarter
of 2022. Ruth Allington,
the President-designate,
has agreed to Chair the
Appointments Committee.
At present, the Society
is convening a diverse
Appointments Committee,
updating the role
description and considering
the retention of a search
firm. Once complete, the
role description will be
publicly advertised on
the Society’s website and
beyond, together with a
general timetable for the
appointment process.
President Mike Daly
says, “Richard has led the
Society through some
very difficult times and in
doing so has succeeded
in creating a more open,
diverse and forwardlooking Society. I thank him
for his contribution, wish
him well with his retirement
and look forward to a
wholesome farewell event
later in the year.”

Richard Hughes

GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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Among many other
regions, the varied and
fascinating geology of
Cumbria will be celebrated
during GeoWeek 2022

SPOTLIGHT ON:

CUMBRIA

GeoWeek 2022
Share your enthusiasm and run your own
GeoWeek event, urges Tom Argles

ARE YOU EAGER to get back into the field
and share your passion for geoscience? Why
not take part in GeoWeek 2022, which runs 7
– 15 May throughout the UK.
Launched in May 2018, GeoWeek promotes
and encourages active geoscience by staging
a variety of events that enable people all
around the UK to experience geology in the
context of their local area. The 2022 event
promises to serve up a smorgasbord of
geoscience for the public across the country.
Events can include field trips or guided walks
in rural or urban areas, an EarthCache-based
field trip, guided bike or canoe trips, ‘ask-a-

10
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geologist’ events at local museums, geothemed pop-up events, or ‘stone-your-home’
expert exploration of the building stones in
your local area.
To get involved and register your event, and
to access a toolkit that includes advice, logos,
leaflets, images and a template press release,
visit earth-science.org.uk/geoweek
For more information:
Email: geoweekuk@gmail.com
Twitter: @GeoWeekUK
Facebook: facebook.com/GeoWeekUKI
Dr Tom Argles, the Open University, UK

Cumbria boasts
some of the richest
geological heritage in
the world – the bones
of a landscape that
inspired poetry and
art from luminaries
such as Ruskin,
Wordsworth, Turner
and Coleridge. Half a
billion years of Earth
history laid open
across Lakeland’s
craggy surface, skirted
with undulating
blankets of younger
strata and sculpted by
prehistoric ice.
The Tullie House
Museum and Art
Gallery in Carlisle
is coordinating
GeoWeek2022 for
Cumbria, bringing
together societies,
businesses, and
museums to celebrate
Cumbria’s varied and
fascinating geology. To
find out more, contact
Olivia Adu (olivia.adu@
tulliehouse.org) or visit
www.tulliehouse.co.uk

NEWS

SUBJECT BENCHMARK REVISIONS

J O I N T H E D E B AT E
Has a news item got you thinking?
We welcome readers’ letters and
feedback. Share your views by
emailing geoscientist@geolsoc.org.uk

Geological award at
Kensington Palace
A geological project has been awarded
the Duke of Cambridge SCUBA Prize
for the best science-based diving
project, receiving a grant from the
British Sub Aqua Club Jubilee Trust
(BSAC Jubilee Trust).
Professor Dan Bosence and colleagues
from Royal Holloway, University of
London and Imperial College London,
teamed up with the Isle of Purbeck Sub
Aqua Club (IPSAC) to obtain geological
samples from the enigmatic circular
structures exposed on the seafloor of
Weymouth Bay, Dorset, as part of the
Bumps in the Bay project. These recently
discovered ‘bumps’ are truncated domeshaped structures, 50 to 200 m across,
developed in Jurassic strata offshore
from the UNESCO World Heritage Site of
the Jurassic Coast. An earlier assessment
of these large circular structures in the
Purbeck Limestone Group was published
in the Journal of the Geological Society
(Bosence et al. 2018, J Geol Soc
London 175, 742-756;
doi.org/10.1144/jgs2017-155).
The award ceremony was held in
November 2021 at Kensington Palace and
hosted by HRH the Duke of Cambridge, as
President of the British SubAqua Club.

Image: BSAC and BSAJT

HRH the Duke of Cambridge in lively
discussion with Dan Bosence and three
divers from IPSAC on the origin of geological
structures of the Jurassic Coast

Sian Davies-Vollum reports on the revised Subject Benchmark
Statement for Earth science degrees
THE QUALITY ASSURANCE Agency
for Higher Education (QAA) oversees
standards for higher education in the
UK. Part of their remit is to support
and facilitate the development of
Subject Benchmark Statements. These
statements describe the content
and academic standards expected in
specific subject areas. They are used
to inform the design of degrees and
define what can be expected of a
graduate in terms of what they might
know, do and understand at the end
of their studies.
Subject Benchmark Statements
undergo periodic review to ensure
that they are current and relevant
to the subject area and sector.
Degrees that are accredited by the
Geological Society sit within the Earth
Science, Environmental Science and
Environmental Studies (ES3) Subject

A greater emphasis
is placed on the role
of Earth science in
sustainability
Benchmark Statement. The ES3
statement is one of a group of 13
subjects currently undergoing review
as part of the first tranche of revisions
that sees a significant shift to reflect
a stronger focus on sustainability,
employability and equality, diversity
and inclusivity.
The revised ES3 statement is
significantly different to previous
iterations. A greater emphasis is
placed on the role of Earth science
in sustainability, including alignment
with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals. Reference is made to climate
change and sustainable resource

management, as well as to alternative
energy and the energy transition.
Descriptions of employability
incorporate skills and behaviours,
business awareness and professional
development, as well as content
knowledge. Accessibility and
the inclusion of diverse groups,
particularly in relation to field
and practical work, are now
incorporated into the statement, as
well as an acknowledgement of the
decolonisation of Earth science.
The modification of the ES3 Subject
Benchmark Statement is informing
the ongoing revision of the Geological
Society’s Accreditation Scheme. The
two will align to provide a cohesive
and consistent approach for the
design of Earth science degrees. The
new benchmark statement is expected
to be published in March 2022.
For more information, please visit:
qaa.ac.uk/quality-code/subjectbenchmark-statements
Dr Sian Davies-Vollum, University of
Derby, UK

Accessibility and
inclusion in field
and practical work
are incorporated
into the statement
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Free technical courses
FUGRO is offering free, endorsed CPD
courses on Cone Penetration Testing
(CPT) and geophysics. These technical
courses are presented by specialists
in site characterisation using CPT,
geophysics and logging, and will
demonstrate the use of CPT data, and
the limitations and advantages for
ground investigations. The courses

also include environmental cones for
hydrocarbons screening.
The CPT courses are scheduled
for 11 March (Wallingford), 29 March
(Birmingham) and 19 May (Glasgow)
and the geophysics course is scheduled
for 10 March (Wallingford). For more
information, please contact Steve
Poulter (s.poulter@fugro.com).

NORMAN HOWELL RECEIVES ISTT
FELLOWSHIP AWARD
The International Society for Trenchless Technology has
awarded Norman Howell (pictured) an ISTT Fellowship
in recognition of long-term involvement, technical and
professional contribution to the Global Pipeline Industry.
The Society offers our sincere congratulations.

Join the
Geoscientist
team!

University
of Aberdeen
appoints Centre
for Energy
Transition Director
Professor John Underhill has
been appointed Director,
Interdisciplinary Centre for
Energy Transition at the
University of Aberdeen. In an
associated press release, John
says, “The Energy Transition is
a significant global challenge,
and it is a privilege to have
the opportunity to lead the
University’s efforts to address,
critically evaluate and seek
the right solutions that ensure
we retain energy supply as we
decarbonise.”
As part of the new role, John
will continue to lead the UK
Centre for Doctoral Training
(CDT) GeoNetZero programme.

We are looking for an enthusiastic,
part-time Assistant Editor
WE AIM TO recruit a self-motivated
individual with knowledge of and
a passion for the geosciences, as
well as an interest in the publishing
industry. The Assistant Editor
will support the Executive Editor
in the day-to-day running of
Geoscientist, in print and online.
They will primarily be responsible
for the Books & Arts, Obituaries,
and 5 Minutes With sections of the
magazine, and will oversee the
Geoscientist social media accounts.
Full details of the position and how to
apply are available at: geolsoc.org.uk/
bhrecruitment

12
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Position: Part-time Assistant Editor
Salary: £13,000 - £14,000 (£26,000
- £28,000 FTE)
Contract: Part-time, 2.5 days per
week (0.5 FTE)
Location: Hybrid (one day per
week in Burlington House,
London). Fully remote working will
also be considered.
Closing date for applications:
16 March 2022

Professor John Underhill

J O I N T H E D E B AT E
Has a news item got you thinking?
We welcome readers’ letters and
feedback. Share your views by
emailing geoscientist@geolsoc.org.uk

VIEWPOINT

S EN D YO U R L E T T ER S TO G EO S C I E N T I S T@ G EO L S O C .O RG .U K A N D T W EE T U S AT @ G EO S C I E N T I S TM AG .
F O R G U I DA N CE O N S U B M I T T I N G A CO LU M N , S EE G EO S C I E N T I S T.O N L I N E

Image: Alchemist-hp (talk) (www.pse-mendelejew.de), FAL,CC
BY-NC-ND 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons

Critical minerals, such as scandium, are
needed to manufacture new technologies
(image of scandium is ~2 cm wide)

Want to join
the debate?
Email
geoscientist
@geolsoc.org.uk

COLUMN

Critical policies
The Society’s policy work is vital for raising
awareness of the essential role of geoscientists
in securing critical mineral supply, stress
Megan O’Donnell and Flo Bullough

I

n November 2020, the
UK Government set out a
Ten-Point Plan for a Green
Industrial Revolution. Seven
out of ten of the Government’s
commitments in this plan
rely on critical minerals. With
a critical minerals strategy
anticipated in 2022, and
growing global demand for
metals and minerals in green
tech, the recent meeting
‘Critical minerals and the green
industrial revolution’ (page
38) raised key issues around
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untenable supply chains and
availability of talent, while
encouraging positive crosssectoral collaboration.
In the UK alone, the
Government aims to increase
renewable energy capacity
three-fold by 2030, which will
require the construction of
one new wind turbine per day
between now and then. With
each wind turbine estimated
to require at least five tonnes
of copper wiring, three tonnes
of aluminium, 1,200 tonnes

of concrete and two tonnes
of Rare Earth Elements, the
world will need geoscientists,
who are committed to
environmental protection, to
find and extract these critical
raw materials in a responsible
and sustainable way.
While there is no geological
shortage of the materials and
minerals needed for the energy
transition, resources are not
evenly distributed globally,
and international cooperation
will be essential to ensuring
security of supply as demand
increases. The growth of the
commodities sector by 2030
is anticipated to dwarf that of
any previous decade, bringing
with it challenges to achieving
sustainable development for the
mining industry and beyond.
Importantly, the critical
minerals meeting highlighted

that while the UK’s demand
for materials and minerals
can be met by offshoring
the production, risk and
associated emissions to other
countries, this is neither the
most ethical nor responsible
option, and will not deliver the
prosperous and just transition
that the world needs to tackle
the effects of climate change.
Through our policy work and
activities around the Energy
Transition science theme, the
Geological Society continues
to raise awareness and provide
evidence to Government and
Parliament about the important
role of geoscience in securing
the supply of critical minerals
and materials.
If you would like to contribute
to our work in this area, head
to geolsoc.org.uk/policydatabase
MEGAN O’DONNELL
Megan O’Donnell is Communications
and Policy Officer at the Geological
Society of London, UK
FLO BULLOUGH
Flo Bullough is Head of Policy and
Engagement at the Geological
Society of London, UK

FURTHER READING
• IEA (2021) The Role of Critical
Minerals in Clean Energy
Transitions, IEA, Paris; iea.org/
reports/the-role-of-criticalminerals-inclean-energytransitions

VIEWPOINT

Sir Christopher Wren
clad parts of St. Paul’s
Cathedral in brown
Burford ironstone,
but replaced it with
Portland Stone because
it performed better

LET TER

Practical perspective
DEAR EDITORS, As a longstanding hewer of Portland
Stone with deep ancestral
roots on the Isle of Portland,
I was saddened to see this
beautiful, late Jurassic
building stone being so
heavily politicised in the
article ‘The symbolic power
of stone’ (Geoscientist 31, 3233, 2021).
Many societies follow long
traditions that use stone
to reinforce their status
and power. This pattern of
behaviour reaches back into
prehistory, with Stonehenge
(sarsen stone and dolerite)
and the Great Pyramid at Giza
(nummulitic limestone and
granite) being prime early
examples. Yet, the article
focuses exclusively on the
societal impulse to convey
authority through powerful
architecture onto Portland
limestone alone.
The discussion disregards
the likelihood that Sir

Christopher Wren used
Portland Stone to rebuild
in London following the
great fire of 1666 because
this was the most practical
and economically sensible
option available – enormous
structural failure of the
north-eastern cliffs on the
Isle of Portland put vast
quantities of limestone
onto the shoreline, allowing
relatively easy loading on to
barges and transportation
into central London. Instead,
the article’s narrative focuses
on an overbearing state and a
down-trodden proletariat.
Originally, Wren clad
parts of the external surface
of St. Paul’s Cathedral in
brown Burford ironstone.
This quickly failed in
contemporary London’s
polluted atmosphere, so
was replaced with Portland
Stone because it performed
better. The St. Paul’s that we
observe today is very different

from how Wren originally
envisaged it should look
– if there really were sociopolitical drivers behind the
original choice of building
materials, ultimately, these
did not achieve the intended
visual outcome.
The nation is currently
facing a colossal bill for
repairs to decaying stonework
in the Palace of Westminster.
Had (for wholly practical
reasons), Portland Stone been
selected to reconstruct the
building after the fire of 1834,
and not the less-durable
Anston magnesian limestone,
as was used, it seems likely
that this huge expense would
have been largely avoided.
During the 19th century,
convict labour was used to
quarry stone on Portland,
but that stone was also
used in the construction
of Portland’s prison. The
Victorians also used Portland
Stone to create utilitarian

defensive structures, such as
the breakwaters surrounding
Portland Harbour. So,
Portland Stone has not only
been used in high-status,
imperial edifices.
The article also suggests
subjugation of Portland’s
quarriers, yet, historically,
many were largely selfemployed and bestowed
with ancient birthrights
that allowed them to raise
stone, unimpeded, from the
crown commons. During the
18th and 19th centuries, the
degree of self-determination,
standard of living and level of
education amongst Portland’s
people probably exceeded
those found in any other
parish in Dorset.
When I think of all the
beautiful structures that I
have played a very small part
in helping to create, I feel
only pride, with absolutely
no jingoistic contemplations
of class, empire, or power.
I suspect my quarrying
forebears felt similarly about
the buildings they helped to
bring into being.
MARK GODDEN
Mark Godden is Mine
Manager at Albion Stone plc.,
UK
DEAR EDITORS, As a
respected expert on the
quarrying of Portland Stone
on Portland Island, we fully
recognise Mark Godden’s
extensive knowledge of this
stone. The central nature of
his comment, however, lies at
the heart of the thorny nature
of where geoscience and
cultural heritage intersect.
As Mark admirably notes, he
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symbolism and national overtones
became more important.
More mundane structures have
also been built from the stone, but
Portland Stone was not selected as a
GHSR because of these. It was chosen
because of its links with the British
Empire’s most important buildings
of art, culture, religion, Government,
monarchy, and its monuments of
memorial.
If we want to claim that building
stones hold societal relevance,
heritage value and symbolic power,
we must accept that they can never
be apolitical and that they symbolise
both values that we celebrate today
and values that must be considered
more critically. It is our sincere hope
that the building stone heritage
discussion can be expanded to
include social scientists, historians,
and geographers who can help
to interrogate some of the critical
questions we face.
MATTHEW WARKE
Matthew Warke is an Associate
Lecturer at Robert Gordon University,
Aberdeen, UK

YOUR TWEETS

Follow us @geoscientistmag

feels “no jingoistic contemplations
of class, empire, or power” regarding
buildings made from Portland Stone,
but that does not negate the fact
that to some others those elements
are symbolised.
The concept of heritage is
inherently political and thus has the
potential to be controversial. To
claim that the world’s first designated
Global Heritage Stone Resource
(GHSR) has thus been unfairly
politicised in our study (Butler-Warke
and Warke, 2021) is unwarranted.
As soon as Portland Stone was
selected as a GHSR, it could no longer
be considered apolitical.
Our overarching point is that, while
well-meaning, the GHSR movement
has at the very least overlooked the
full societal impact of their chosen
stones. Our study lays out both
archival evidence and a plausible
mechanism by which symbolic sense
of national identity can be transferred
to a stone. This formulation actually
bolsters the GHSR case for societal
relevance, albeit in a more critical
manner than proposed.
In our paper, we lay out the route by
which the symbolic power of Portland
Stone evolved and accrued over time.
There are good ergonomic reasons
why Wren used the stone initially,
but Hansard clearly shows that these
waned over centuries, and that

Jessica Irving
@jess_irving: Stories from Mars:
@SeismoAnna and I wrote a
feature for @geoscientistmag on how
the InSight team have been working
to understand what’s under Mars’
surface.
Mira Behn
@tbdnonymous:
“Never before
have we truly
looked inside
another planet
and here, with one
seismometer, we
have placed bounds
on the structure
of Mars from direct
measurements.”
Dr Alice Butler-Warke
@alice_butler31: You can catch me
and @matthewrwarke talking about
our work on the symbolic power of
Portland Stone in the current issue of
@geoscientistmag
If you want to read more about Portland
Stone’s role in the heritage industry, the
full paper is OA
@RGS_IBG: bit.ly/31bmoQv

ALICE BUTLER-WARKE
Alice Butler-Warke is a human
geographer and Lecturer in Sociology
at Robert Gordon University,
Aberdeen, UK
Cross bedding observed in Triassic sandstone,
Evangeline Beach, Nova Scotia, Earth
2014 (right image) and the Yellowknife Bay
Formation, Gale Crater, Mars 2012 (left image)

LET TER

MICHAEL CLUTSON
A retired petroleum geologist with experience working
on several continents
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DEAR EDITORS,
The winter 2021 edition of Geoscientist was very
enlightening. The feature article ‘Spacescapes: Postcards
from our solar system’ prompts me to share this ‘rock duo’
taken in Maritime Canada, Earth, and the Gale Crater, Mars.

Image: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS

Rock duo

COP 26

THE SOCIETY
AND THE
CLIMATE SUMMIT
The Geological Society was awarded Observer Status at the recent COP26 meeting
in Glasgow. Flo Bullough and Megan O’Donnell report on the implications
of the summit for the Society and geoscience
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G

EOSCIENCE IS critical

for understanding and
mitigating the impacts of
climate change. So, the
Geological Society was
keen to attend the 26th United Nations
Climate Change Conference of the Parties
(COP26), held in Glasgow in November
2021. We wanted to learn more about the
COP process, but also raise awareness of
the essential contribution of geoscience to
climate change science and solutions.
In the lead up to COP26, we applied for
and were awarded Non-Governmental
Organisation Observer Status at the
meeting – a first for the Society. We sent
a delegation of six people to attend on
behalf of the Society, and here we report
on what we learnt, the implications for the
Geological Society and for geoscience
more broadly.

Conference of the parties

COP26 saw countries
across the globe unite to
decide how to ramp up
action on climate change

The COP is an annual meeting organised
by the United Nations. The meeting is
attended by delegations from nation states
with the aim of discussing and negotiating
agreements to address climate change –
both the reduction of emissions and the
mitigation of impacts.
COP26 was a particularly important
milestone because it marked five years
(plus a one-year delay due to the Covid-19
pandemic) since the ground-breaking
‘Paris Agreement’ of 2015. In this legally
binding treaty, nation states agreed to work
together to keep global warming below
2°C and to aim for 1.5°C compared to
pre-industrial levels. Under this agreement,
every five years each nation must submit
increasingly ambitious proposals to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions. COP26
marked the first iteration of this approach
to ratchet up action on climate change,
and was thus the deadline for each nation
state to submit their nationally determined
contributions (NDCs) outlining how they
intend to contribute towards meeting the
Paris Agreement.
The main outcome of COP26 was the
Glasgow Climate Pact. This pact aims to
make the 2020s a decade of climate action,
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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with intensified efforts to cut greenhouse
gas emissions and increase resilience to
climate change, and to provide financial
support to achieve these actions. The
negotiations and agreements made at
COP26 define how the world aims to limit
climate change and reduce emissions in
line with global climate goals. The targets
need to be ambitious, yet deliverable, if
we are to protect ourselves and our planet
from the impacts of climate change. The
decisions made during this conference
touch almost every area of life and will
affect the future of work, economic
development, housing, travel and land use.

A voice for geoscience
Geoscience skills and expertise, as well
as subsurface technologies, will be at the
heart of the solutions needed to meet
the Paris Agreement. Representation of
the geosciences at COP was essential for
raising the profile of the science in a vital
area of public policy development.
Attendance at COP26 allowed us to
more effectively engage in this critical
area, and position ourselves as a forwardthinking and transition-relevant Society
and community. It was also an opportunity
to show leadership on a major global
challenge, and to showcase the many ways
that geoscience and geoscientists can help
to address this urgent threat to humanity.
Our delegation of six included Fellows,
committee members, the leader of the
Society’s new strategic science theme of
‘Energy Transition’ (Dr Nick Gardiner), and

The action zone
at COP26 in Glasgow

staff. Over the two weeks, we attended a
wide range of sessions on topics such as
carbon dioxide removal through carbon
capture and storage (CCS), decarbonising
steel and cement production, and the
role of a hydrogen economy. Together,
we were able to assess the scope of the
agreements, raise awareness of geoscience
knowledge, distribute and promote various
resources (see ‘Resources’), and also share
geoscience expertise with new audiences.
We also initiated a major social media

campaign to communicate the geosciencerelevant parts of COP26 to new audiences,
particularly students making career
choices. The campaign included short
videos with geoscientists in attendance at
the meeting who talked about the ways in
which our science can help resolve critical
issues. All the videos are available on the
Geological Society’s YouTube channel.

Implications for geoscience
The outcomes from COP26 have far-

COP26 ANNOUNCEMENT: Decarbonising the road transport and steel sectors
The ‘Breakthrough Agenda’ was announced to address the need to decarbonise the road transport and steel sectors. Signatories commit
to working together to make low-carbon hydrogen available and affordable globally by 2030. This will mean scaling up renewable and
low-carbon power supply, supported by energy storage solutions that can balance variable supply with demand.
Zero-emissions road transport will be achieved through battery and electric vehicles. Electric vehicles currently require six times
more raw materials than a standard vehicle (IEA, 2021), so geoscientists will be essential for the delivery of these critical raw materials
and minerals. Steel is the second greatest industrial contributor to climate change (after the fossil fuel industry) and low- or near-zero
emissions steel will be a transformative commitment.
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MORE ONLINE
Our videos breakdown the
myriad topics covered at COP26
and explain where geoscience
fits into it all. Visit our YouTube channel at:
youtube.com/user/geologicalsociety

reaching implications for the geoscience
community and its role in the energy
transition. Key areas include:
Carbon sequestration: A major area
of discussion was the role of carbon
sequestration in the subsurface. Carbon
sequestration is applied in two important
ways: the first is to reduce emissions
by, for example, capturing emissions
from a steel plant at source and then
sequestering the CO2 before it is released

The coming decade
will see efforts to cut
emissions stepped up

into the atmosphere; the second is carbon
dioxide removal, where already-emitted
CO2 is stripped from the atmosphere
through direct air capture – a growing area
of research.
These two applications of carbon
sequestration can reduce future emissions,
but also tackle the previously emitted CO2
which, if left at current levels, will have
far-reaching impacts on the climate, as
outlined in the latest IPCC report (ipcc.ch/
report/ar6/wg1/).

COP26 ANNOUNCEMENT: Finance for net zero
On Finance Day, the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero was announced. It requires firms,
banks, insurers and investors to adjust their business models and develop plans for the transition
to a low-carbon, climate-resilient future. The alliance aligns $130 trillion of private investment
with net-zero emissions – helping to speed up the transition to net zero and supporting
those most impacted. To ensure that the transition to a new energy economy is equitable and
just, developed countries committed to supporting developing nations with $100 billion per
year of public funding for climate change mitigation and emissions reductions projects.

Fossil fuel use: The need to rapidly
reduce coal, oil and gas usage was
frequently on the agenda. A number of
announcements and alliances committed
countries and industry to take action in
this regard through the Beyond Oil and
Gas Alliance (beyondoilandgasalliance.
com/) and the Powering Past Coal
Alliance (poweringpastcoal.org/).
Both commitments call for major
transformational shifts in the production of
fossil fuels in the coming decades.
One of the most newsworthy,
and controversial, parts of the final
negotiations was the explicit inclusion
of coal in the final agreement. Early
drafts of the agreement had included the
commitment for all nations to ‘phase out’
unabated coal power (that is, the use of
coal for power generation without the use
of carbon capture and storage to reduce
emissions). After a last-minute intervention
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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on the floor of the final negotiations, the
wording was amended to ‘phase down’.
While less impactful, the inclusion of this
reference nonetheless represents the first
time in the history of COP that coal, or any
other fossil fuel, has been mentioned as a
cause of climate change with an explicit
call to reduce its use. Its inclusion in the
wording of the final COP26 agreement is
historic.
Steel production: Beyond the use of
fossil fuels for power, there was also
considerable discussion about how to
decarbonise hard-to-abate industries,
such as steel production, which is one of

the largest-emitting, hard-to-decarbonise
sectors. The industry is highly power
intensive and uses coal for power
generation. Additionally, 74% of the world’s
steel currently relies on a process that
uses coal as a chemical reactant in the
manufacturing process. Global steel is at
a crossroads and the investment decisions
made in the 2020s will be crucial to the
transformation of this industry, which
urgently needs to begin aligning with
climate targets.
A small but growing area that could
make a significant contribution to reducing
emissions is low-carbon steelmaking

RESOURCES
We launched a number of resources and activities at COP26 that explore the links between
geoscience and the actions required to address climate change. These resources were shared widely at
the meeting, as either published handouts or digitally, and include:
• M
 eeting the Paris Agreement: The critical role
of Earth science
This short note highlights the ways in
which geoscience can help deliver the Paris
Agreement. We also shared our other policy
publications, which include The role of
Geoscience in Decarbonisation, Geoscience
and the hydrogen economy, Geology and
the UN Sustainable Development Goals, and
Geology for Society.
geolsoc.org.uk/COP26
• C
 OP26-themed YouTube video series
In each video, geoscientists highlight the links
between geoscience and delivery of the Paris
Agreement, covering topics that include energy,
finance, nature and transport.
youtube.com/user/geologicalsociety
• Video dispatches
A series of onsite videos from our delegates and
geoscientists in attendance that feature updates
on the COP26 discussions and negotiations.
blog.geolsoc.org.uk/
• J
 oined the RINGO constituency
The Society joined the Research and
Independent Non-Governmental Organizations
(RINGO) constituency to the UN Framework

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
RINGO is one of the nine NGO constituencies
recognised by the UNFCCC. This will be our
home constituency group for future COPs
and is our route for providing evidence and
expertise that can be considered at various
levels of negotiation.
ringosnet.wordpress.com/
• Hydrogen: A silver bullet or a red herring
In collaboration with the University of Glasgow
and the European Federation of Geologists,
we ran an event that examined the role of
hydrogen storage and natural hydrogen
during ‘Transport Day’ at COP26. Experts
from academia and industry, as well as the
general public, came together to discuss
the contribution of hydrogen technology to
emissions reduction, but also at the interest
from the finance and pensions sector in
investing in technologies, such as hydrogen,
that are Paris Agreement compliant.
youtu.be/vz-2ebYUxuQ
• Geoscience reflections from COP26 blogpost
We published a wrap-up blogpost on the
Geoscience for the Future blog.
geoscienceforthefuture.com/geosciencereflections-from-cop26/

READ THE LATEST RESEARCH
If you would like to read more about the current research behind
many of these solutions-driven technologies, our Publishing House has a number
of publications with relevant content, including our new open access journal ES3
• E
 arth Science, Systems and Society (ES3) with
a special issue focussing on ‘Earth Science and
the race to Net Zero’ and the ‘Sustainability in
the Extractive Industries’.
escubed.org
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• P
 etroleum Geoscience has an
on-going collection entitled ‘The Energy
Geoscience Series’.
pg.lyellcollection.org/

technology. In particular, the company
Hybrit (hybritdevelopment.se/en/) is now
making fossil-free steel that uses hydrogen
in place of coal in the furnace reactions.
Hydrogen-based steel making can reduce
emissions in this sector by up to 90%, or
even higher when combined with CCS.
ArcelorMittal, the world’s leading steel
company, is also looking to use hydrogen
as a power source, where affordable.
However, there are currently no steel
companies working on large-scale CCS
projects, which is seen by many as critical
to decarbonising this industry, so there is
significant progress still to make.
Steel production also aims to move
towards a circular economy model
through the re-use of scrap. The
combination of recycling scrap steel
and using low-carbon energy sources
in processing would produce the lowest
carbon footprint for steel.
Cement: Cement production is another
hard-to-decarbonise sector, with high
demands on natural resources through
the use of aggregates in the manufacture
process and coal for power generation.
The demand for cement in construction
is set to increase significantly. However,
this creates an opportunity for new
approaches, including the review of
building designs and the identification of
opportunities for incorporating the circular
economy into the cement supply chain
during the planning stages.

Repositioning geoscience
The Paris Agreement (2015) and the
Glasgow Climate Pact (2021) outline
the critical need for technologies and
adaption plans that rely heavily on the

This field is of
growing interest
to a younger
generation of
students and
graduates
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The delivery of
these agreements
is an opportunity
to reposition
geoscience

COP26 President Alok Sharma MP
addresses the floor in a plenary
session at COP26 in Glasgow

in the areas of Energy Transition;
Geohazards, Geoengineering and
Georesilience; and Climate and Ecology,
offer an opportunity to focus and
explore these critical areas of geoscience
research and application over a multiyear programme. It will be important to
understand how the COP agreements and
pacts change over time, as well as their
impact on key geoscience industries and
research areas.

skills and expertise of geoscientists. As
a community, and as a Society, we will
need to effectively communicate the
solutions that subsurface technologies
and geoscience skills can provide to
address the major global challenge that is
climate change.
There are a number of areas where
geoscience will play a key role in meeting
the Paris Agreement that were barely or
not discussed at all at COP26. There was
scant mention of the essential need for
raw minerals and materials in delivering
the energy transition and, in particular, the
move to electric vehicles. Mined natural
resources are a major component of
economic growth for many countries in
the Global South, so this area has both a
supply security and important economic

elements. There was also little discussion
of the skills needed to deliver the energy
transition, in geoscience and beyond. As
a community, we must engage in these
areas going forwards.
The coming energy transition and the
delivery of these agreements presents an
opportunity to reposition geoscience as
more solution-based – a science critical
to mitigating the impacts of climate
change. This field is of growing interest
to a younger generation of students and
graduates, so shifting focus toward the
application of geoscience in this way
has the potential to boost interest in
geoscience at degree level and stem the
drop in undergraduate enrolment.
Here at the Society, the launch of
our new strategic science themes

COP26 ANNOUNCEMENT: Powering Past Coal Alliance
On Energy Day, coal power was largely consigned to history as 190 countries, banks and
organisations committed to phasing out the single greatest contributor to climate change
in the Powering Past Coal Alliance. This is the first time a COP has prioritised an end to
financing fossil fuels, and could shift ~$17.8 billion a year in public support out of fossil
fuels and into the clean energy transition. The majority of coal power is expected to be
replaced by the growing green Hydrogen capacity globally and will be supported by the
Breakthrough Agenda’s commitment to global hydrogen availability by 2030.
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FURTHER READING
A full list of further reading is available
at geoscientist.online.
• IEA (2021) The Role of Critical Minerals
in Clean Energy Transitions, IEA, Paris;
www.iea.org/reports/the-role-of-criticalminerals-in-clean-energy-transitions
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CRITICAL
MINERALS

A dirt road between mine
tailings at Kalgoorlie, Australia.
For millennia, the extraction
of gold has driven the global
economy, while associated
graphite-bearing rocks were
dumped. But what once was just
dirt, is now pay dirt as graphite
becomes critical to our lowcarbon future
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From dirt to pay dirt
Graphite is critical for our low-carbon future. To meet demand requires lateral
thinking from companies founded in traditional exploration, argues John Parnell

can only be achieved with a
ready supply of raw materials,
which necessitates the
widespread mining of metals
(Wilson & Edmondson, 2019; Jowitt et al.,
2020). In particular, there is substantial
demand for resources to make batteries,
given that batteries are essential for largescale energy storage and electric vehicles.
Currently, the production of batteries is
insufficient to meet the rapidly growing
demand, such as for use in electric vehicles
(Mills, 2021). New battery factories are being
planned and constructed in many countries,
and critical raw minerals will be needed on
an unprecedented scale.
Current focus is on lithium-ion batteries.
But, as pointed out by Elon Musk, these
might be better described as nickel-graphite
batteries. The demand for graphite is thus
rising at an alarming rate (Fig. 1), triggering
global-scale exploration over the past
decade.
Well into the early years of the twentieth
century, exploration for natural resources
was based on a ‘where you find them’
principle, with observations of minerals
at the surface leading to subsurface
exploitation. With increasing demand,
geologists developed conceptual models
for how Earth works and exploration
became focused by the predictive power
of these models. This approach hasn’t
been widely applied to graphite, however,
because historical deposits adequately met
demand. Now, with intense competition

for graphite (Wang et al., 2019), the need
is urgent. Progress requires companies
founded in exploration for more traditional
commodities, such as gold and nickel, to
take a fresh look at what they already know.

From misinterpretation to success
A range of geophysical techniques is used
to explore the subsurface. Electromagnetic
(EM) anomalies, for example, can identify
concentrations of both sulphide minerals,
which typically have metals locked up inside,
and graphitic carbon. Previously, the primary
targets for exploration were the sulphide
minerals and their associated metals, so
when graphite was discovered instead,
the results were a disappointment, and
described as ‘confusing’ or ‘troublesome’
(Parasnis, 2014).
Now, with changing priorities, the
discovery of graphite, rather than sulphides,
can lead to the establishment of new
companies whose business is graphite.
For example, in Ontario, Zenyatta Ventures
Ltd. used EM data to target nickel, copper
and platinum in a terrain with no surface
exposures, but drilling and the discovery
of graphite instead led them to establish
the Albany Graphite project (Conley &
Moore, 2015). In Australia, Metallic Minerals
Ltd. used EM anomalies in an attempt to
target gold-bearing sulphides, but instead
discovered significant graphite deposits
that are now being developed by their new
subsidiary company, Touchstone Resources
Pty Ltd. And, in northern Sweden, EM
anomalies that were initially thought by Boss

Resources Ltd. to identify nickel-copper
deposits, turned out to be high-grade
graphite when drilled.
These fortunate misinterpretations of EM
signals have been regular enough for the
exploration industry to realise how valuable
the technique is for finding graphite. A
substantial archive of EM data from metal
exploration exists, and it is often coupled
with drilling data. The archive can now be
revisited to identify graphitic targets and
then reprocessed to better understand
how the anomalies from graphite can be
interpreted. It is time to take a new look at
old data.

The unexpected bedfellow
Batteries require high-grade nickel, which
comes from nickel sulphide mines. As
known supplies wane, increasingly only

Image: W. Ritchie
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Graphite ore from Glen Strathfarrar Mine,
Moinian Supergroup, Ross-shire, Scotland.
Five tons of graphite were raised in 1818;
total tonnage unknown
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lower-grade nickel mined from laterite
deposits is available. Exploration for nickel
sulphide deposits is therefore a priority.
Surprisingly, given the contrasting
geological environments in which they form,
the distribution of nickel sulphides in Earth’s
crust is related to the distribution of graphite.
Nickel sulphides occur in magmatic rocks,
while most graphite originates from organic
remains on the ancient sea floor. However,
those magmas precipitated nickel sulphides
when they passed through and assimilated
graphitic sediments, which were loaded
with sulphur from seawater. The amount
of sulphur fixed on the seafloor increases
with the amount of carbon, so sulphur-rich
nickel deposits and graphitic deposits may
be closely associated (Parnell et al., 2021).
For example, world-class nickel mines in the
Thomson Nickel Belt of Manitoba, Canada,
and in the Duluth Complex, Minnesota,
USA, both occur in the close vicinity of
graphite deposits. In Manitoba, the graphite
was discovered through drilling for nickel
(Callinex Mines Inc., 2014). This relationship
is evident in Britain where abundant graphite
occurs in nickel-mineralised Ordovician
gabbro in Aberdeenshire (Parnell et al.,
2020).
It is unsurprising, therefore, that
exploration companies are taking out
licences for both nickel and graphite on
adjacent or overlapping ground (Fig. 2),
with the attendant advantages of common
infrastructure and flexible management. For
example, in the East Kimberley region of
Western Australia, between licence holdings
for graphite and nickel, a third company,
Fin Resources, has secured land that holds
resources of both commodities (Fig. 2c). The
relationship between nickel and graphite
is summed up by Kibaran Nickel Ltd.’s
company slogan: ‘Founded on nickel and
growth through graphite’.
The realisation that two seemingly
different materials in fact occur together
has direct implications for their exploration.
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Figure 1: Predicted growth in demand for battery-related minerals from clean energy technologies in
2040 relative to 2020. Demand is reported for two scenarios: the Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS), which
provides an indication of projected mineral demand under current policy measures, and the Sustainable
Development Scenario (SDS), which provides an indication of projected mineral demand under policy
measures that fully meet global goals to tackle climate change in line with the Paris Agreement. (Source:
International Energy Agency. Published under CC-BY licence)

If nickel deposition is controlled by the
occurrence of graphite, and the deposition
of carbon-rich rocks on the seafloor was
not uniform through time, we can expect
selective distribution of both graphite and
nickel through the geological record. One
particular episode, following the Great
Oxidation Event about two billion years
ago, saw an exceptional accumulation of
seafloor carbon that later became graphite
and helped to precipitate many of the
world’s largest nickel deposits (Parnell et al.,
2021). Fortunately, rocks from that time are
widely preserved despite their great age,
meaning we can focus exploration on all the
continents, excepting Antarctica.

Beyond serendipity
Vanadium flow batteries also offer promise
as a rechargeable battery, thereby driving

global exploration for vanadium (Colthorpe,
2021). As with nickel, some companies
have found that they can explore for both
graphite and vanadium in common or
adjacent ground (Fig. 3). In Madagascar,
vanadium prospects, including the Green
Giant property, are surrounded by graphite
resources, with both owned by Next
source Materials Inc. (Scherba et al., 2018;
Fig. 2). While the association of graphite
and vanadium is frequently referred to as
serendipitous (e.g. Nextsource Materials,
2017), other exploration companies are now
reporting mixed graphite and vanadium
resources (Couëslan, 2019).
When shales are buried deeply, carbon
converts to graphite, and clays convert
to micas, together forming graphitic
micaceous schists. In sedimentary rocks,
vanadium most commonly occurs as
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vanadium mica (the mineral roscoelite) and
is hence found in the graphitic schists. The
resulting roscoelite-bearing graphitic schists
are a potential resource of both graphite
and vanadium. In some countries, such as
Kazakhstan and South Korea, the vanadium
is being exploited while the graphite is not
currently economic. However, in Alabama,
USA (Westwater Resources Inc., 2021)
and Mozambique (Syrah Resources Ltd.,
2021), companies are investing in both
commodities.
Joint prospects can be traced back to
periods of Earth history when the seafloor
was rich in both organic matter and metals,
including vanadium. It is not serendipity.

Pay dirt

Aerial view of a slag field
at the Vale Inco Manitoba
nickel smelter and mine,
Manitoba, Canada.
World-class nickel mines
in Manitoba occur in the
close vicinity of graphite
deposits

Figure 2: Maps of licences for mineral exploration in (A) Madagascar (Nextsource Materials Inc. 2017),
(B) South Greenland (Olafsson 2021), and (C) Western Australia (Fin Resources 2020). In each country,
licences for graphite exploration are closely associated with licences for exploration for gold, nickelcopper and vanadium. (Credit: J. Bowie)

More exploration companies are established
to find gold than any other commodity. To
narrow the search for gold, companies use
geological structure, metal anomalies and
stream sediment surveys. Another consistent
indicator of gold is graphite.
In geological settings that vary from
sedimentary rocks with organic remains
to granites with graphite-rich shear zones,
many gold deposits are found to contain
graphite. What these disparate geological
environments have in common is the
chemical conditions created by graphite,
which prompted gold to precipitate.
For millennia, the extraction of gold
has driven the global economy, while the
graphite-bearing rocks were dumped. But
what once was just dirt, is now pay dirt. This
shift in thinking has seen, for example, the
gold mining company NS Energy (2017)
take up licences to exploit graphite in goldmineralised ground in Ontario, Canada
(Alper, 2017).
Funded by existing gold mining assets,
numerous companies are investing in
graphite development. For example, in
Canada, one gold corporation entered
a joint agreement to help finance new
graphite explorers (Molak, 2018); West
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Figure 3: The border region of Manitoba (MB) and Saskatchewan (SK), Canada. Here Paleoproterozoic
graphite and several ore metals whose deposition was influenced by graphite are all exploration targets.
These metals and minerals have potential uses in the low-carbon economy (base map modified from
Couëslan, 2019; Credit: J. Johnston)

African gold producers have spun out a
subsidiary company to exploit graphite
in East Africa (Owen, 2021); options for
Australian gold projects were sold to liberate
funds for graphite exploration in Sweden
(Hirtenstein, 2016); and the biggest gold
prospects in Britain have supported the
exploration of graphite in Greenland
(Morgan, 2021). Conversely, in Mexico a
graphite company is investing in gold-silver
deposits (Walsh, 2020).

Holistic approach
Broadly, the mineral exploration industry is
shifting toward a more holistic strategy, in
which the coupling of deposits is helping
to support the energy transition. However,
while the green energy revolution presents
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a number of opportunities in the natural
resources sector, it is essential that
this holistic approach also continues
to incorporate more sustainable and
responsible practices (e.g. Mudd, 2020),
that sit within the broader context of
recycling and the circular economy.
While past demand for metal and
mineral resources has been matched by
growing reserves and mine production,
future supply faces a number of
complexities (Mudd, 2021). As discussed
by Sovacool and colleagues (2020),
addressing climate change presents an
ethical conundrum whereby the demand
for vastly increased supplies of metal
and mineral resources could exacerbate
other environmental and social problems.

However, if raw materials exploration and
extraction is done sustainably, using tools
such as the Responsible Mining Index
(2020.responsibleminingindex.org/en)
and platforms like the Intergovernmental
Forum on Mining, Minerals, Metals and
Sustainable Development (igfmining.org),
a mining boom could help communities to
thrive and speed up our path to achieving
our climate targets.
JOHN PARNELL
is Professor of Geology and
Petroleum Geology, Centre
for Energy Transition, School
of Geosciences, University
of Aberdeen, UK.
John Parnell has no relationships with any mineral
exploration company. The discussion presented
in this article is based on publicly available
information and the peer-reviewed literature.

Mystery man
Nina Morgan tracks down the man
with the name nobody can spell

P

IT Y the poor person whose
name has an unusual spelling.
Such was the fate of Joseph
Whidbey [1757 – 1833], a
member of the Royal Navy
who circumnavigated the globe between
1791 and 1795 with the Vancouver
Expedition. He became famous as a naval
engineer, and in 1805 was elected as a
Fellow of the Royal Society.
In 1806, Whidbey, along with the engineer
John Rennie [1761 – 1821], was asked
to design and arrange the construction
of a breakwater to protect ships from
tides and storms in the natural harbour
in Plymouth Sound. The pair opted for a
type of breakwater known as pierre perdue
(“lost stone”) in which large amounts of
limestone blocks were to be deposited on
the seabed and settled by the action of the
waves. Whidbey arranged to source the two
million tons of Devonian limestone needed
from land leased from the Duke of Bedford
at Oreston, about four miles from the site of
the breakwater.

Cave men
When quarrying began, Whidbey’s friend and
correspondent, Joseph Banks [1743 – 1820],
asked him to look out for any caves that
might contain animal bones – and in 1816
Whidbey found his first bone-bearing cavern.
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Then, in 1822, when Whidbey discovered a
cavern with a very large number of bones, he
wrote to John Barrow [1764 – 1849], second
secretary to the Admiralty, to suggest that
the bones should be donated for the benefit
of science. Barrow passed on the news to
William Buckland [1784 – 1856], Reader in
Geology at the University of Oxford. Buckland
hurried to Plymouth, and escorted by
Whidbey, went to see the bones for himself.
The two must have become friends
because in 1826 Whidbey presented
Buckland with a handsome model of the
Plymouth Breakwater made of a grey Devon
Marble. Buckland is known to have shown
the model to his friends, so presumably
valued and appreciated the gift. But, perhaps
not enough to spell the donor’s name
correctly. The model, now in the collections
at the Oxford University Museum of Natural
History and mounted on a black limestone
base, includes a plaque that reads, Presented
by J. Whitby [sic] Esq. to Dr Buckland.

Misspelled
Various misspellings of Whidbey’s name
occurred during the 19th century – including
in an edition of Buckland’s book, Reliquiae
Diluvianae. When another limestone model
of the Plymouth Breakwater was displayed
in the Great Exhibition in 1851, 18 years
after Whidbey’s death, he was referred to as

Joseph Whidbey was one of the
designers of Plymouth Breakwater

Joseph Whiaby. And in a modern website
describing the Plymouth Breakwater he is
referred to as Joseph Whidbay. Although his
achievements were many, the misspelling
of his name means that Whidbey probably
never received the credit he deserved.
That being said, in his Royal Society
papers and (fortunately!) in his Royal Society
obituary, Whidbey’s name IS spelled correctly.
And his name does live on in some parts
of the world. Whidbey Island in Puget
Sound north of Seattle, Washington, USA,
is named after him – and there his name is
always spelled correctly!
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Natural hydrogen:
Geological hydrogen could revolutionise our
low-carbon future. Philip J. Ball and Krystian Czado
report on discussions of this little-understood
resource during the first international summit
on natural hydrogen exploration
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H

YDROGEN SHOWS

promise as a low-carbon
fuel. Current debate
centres on whether green
hydrogen, produced
by splitting water via electrolysis, will
compete with blue hydrogen, which
is produced when natural gas is split
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the new frontier
into hydrogen and CO2, and the
carbon is captured and stored, or grey
hydrogen generated from natural gas,
without carbon capture. However, one
promising source – naturally occurring or
geological hydrogen – has largely been
overlooked because it was assumed rare
or too difficult to extract.

Image: IEA, Hydrogen production costs by production source, 2018, IEA, Paris iea.org/data-and
-statistics/charts/hydrogen-production-costs-by-production-source-2018; IEA. All rights reserved

Hydrogen production costs by production source, 2018
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The first worldwide natural hydrogen
conference, H-Nat 2021, took place in
June 2021. This virtual event attracted
over 500 geoscientists, environmentalists
and potential investors. Over two
days, speakers elaborated on different
aspects of geological hydrogen
exploration, development, production
(such as purification and separation),
storage, transport and utilisation of
hydrogen, as well as the legal ‘blue-sky’
elements related to hydrogen exploration
and storage.
If natural hydrogen can be exploited
economically, it would remove the
need for clean water, which is used
during green hydrogen electrolysis, and
eliminate the need for expensive Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS) associated
with blue hydrogen. Yet, much is
unknown about natural hydrogen, and
discovery of this potentially renewable
resource raises several questions, such
as: Are there any known commercial
accumulations? How can it be exploited?
What are the legal implications of
exploring for hydrogen? What are the
costs of production? Can it decarbonise
and compete with existing (grey and
blue) hydrogen feedstock, or even green
hydrogen? Can hydrogen be stored in the
subsurface? The H-Nat conference set
out to answer some of these questions.
Several presenters indicated that the
costs of producing natural hydrogen
were low, with estimates ranging from
$1.0–0.5 per kg (Michael Levy, Aqius/
HYNAT, Switzerland & Alain Prinzhofer,
HYNAT, Brazil; Viacheslav Zgonnik,
Natural Hydrogen Energy LLC, USA). For
comparison, Paul Lucchese, International
Energy Agency, IEA, presented costs
derived from the IEA’s 2019 report ‘The
Future of Hydrogen’, which indicate
that grey hydrogen costs ~$0.9-3.2
per kg, blue $1.5-2.9 per kg, and green
$3.0-7.5 per kg, suggesting that natural
hydrogen can compete. In light of natural
gas price increases towards the end of
2021, the cost of hydrogen could swing
dramatically, if global gas prices remain
high. The consensus was that a price
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There are documented
occurrences of hydrogen in
geothermal brines

of ~$1 per kg was a key target for many
natural hydrogen producers. Given these
cost estimates, we could be at the start of
a natural hydrogen race that could lead
to a discrete pivot of the energy industry
in providing low-carbon, cost-effective,
natural hydrogen.

Gathering momentum
Natural hydrogen is commonly known
as native, geologic, white or golden
hydrogen. The colour is not yet settled
in the eyes of the marketers, although
the results of an online poll during the

conference suggested that attendees
preferred the term ‘white hydrogen’.
The processes that create natural
hydrogen are not fully understood. It
is found in a large range of geological
settings – in oceanic and continental
crust, volcanic gases and hydrothermal
systems (as discussed in talks by Isabelle
Moretti, UPPA, France; Kayad Moussa,
ODDEG, Djibouti; Eric Gaucher, University
of Bern, Switzerland; Eric Deville,
IFP School, France; Alain Prinzhofer;
Viacheslav Zgonnik). The present known
sources of natural hydrogen seem to
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in sedimentary and non-sedimentary
(igneous) geological settings, often in
non-negligible volumes. For instance,
over a century ago, Ernst Erdman
documented the flow of 128 cubic
feet of hydrogen per day for 4.5 years
at Leopoldshall Salt Mine in Strassfurt,
Germany (Erdmann, 1910). Yet, natural
hydrogen did not capture the interests
of explorers until recently. The narrative
changed in 2012 when Hydroma Inc. (a
Canadian company previously known as
Petroma Inc.) re-discovered a hydrogenrich aquifer in Bourakébougou, Mali and,
moreover, managed to flow the natural
hydrogen to the surface in commercial
quantities. It then became clear that we
could no longer ignore natural hydrogen.
Interest in natural hydrogen has slowly
gathered momentum since. As discussed
by Viacheslav Zgonnik, the first pure-play
hydrogen exploration well in USA, Hoarty
NE3, was drilled by Natural Hydrogen
Energy LLC, in Nebraska, USA. Initiated in
November 2018 and completed in March
2019, information in the public domain
shows that hydrogen was reported, but
the well is currently shut in (NOGCC,
2022), while the company is completing
tests in the well.

Mali

be abiotic (that is, a non-living source).
However, discussions highlighted that
natural hydrogen can be considered
as both biogenic or abiotic, because
source interpretations can be subjective,
and there is still much to learn about
hydrogen and microorganisms.
Historically, natural hydrogen has
been ignored due to the persistent
misconception that it rarely occurs
naturally – a view that largely prevailed
despite the fact that since the beginning
of the 20th century geoscientists have
documented natural hydrogen, both

Several conference presentations were
dedicated to the Mali case study, where
natural hydrogen was first discovered in
1987 during the drilling of ~100-metredeep water wells for the village of
Bourakébougo (Denis Briere, Chapman
Petroleum Engineering Ltd., Canada).
However, it was only in 2012 that Hydroma
Inc. began drilling and testing for hydrogen
in a controlled environment and discovered
that the gas emitted by the reservoir
was 98% hydrogen. Over the ten-day
production test, reservoir pressure was
largely maintained, implying that the source
is renewable. The reservoir pressure has
now been maintained for nine years and
this supply of natural hydrogen led to the
first production of electricity in the village.
To estimate the natural hydrogen
resource at Bourakébougou, 24 wells were

drilled. Hydroma Inc. has identified five
reservoirs across an area of 780 km2, each
of which is associated with a doleritic sill
that seems to form a seal. The mapped
reservoir depths range from 30 – 135 m
to 1,125 – 1,500 m, and are composed of
carbonates with clastic intervals. The exact
source of the hydrogen at Bourakébougou,
as well as whether it is actively seeping and
thus replenished over longer timescales,
is unknown (Denis Briere; Prinzhofer et al.,
2018; Hydroma, 2021).
While it remains to be seen
whether Hydroma Inc.’s discovery at
Bourakébougou can be reproduced
elsewhere, the Mali case represents
a significant milestone in the natural
hydrogen business.

Global distribution
A number of the conference
presentations detailed the occurrence
and exploration of natural hydrogen
(as well as the associated legislation
activities) across Australia (for example,
talks by Emanuelle Frery, CSIRO,
Australia; Chris Boreham, Geoscience
Australia; Sandra Menpes, SANTOS,
Australia), Brazil (e.g. Maria Rosanne,
ENGIE, France), Europe (e.g. Jon Gluyas,
Durham Univeristy, UK; Isabelle Moretti
& Kayad Moussa; Eric Gaucher), Mali,
(Denis Briere), Morocco (e.g. Stephane
Aver, HYNAT, Switzerland & Mohammed
Ghazali, Ministry of Energy, Mines and
the Environment, Morrocco) and the
USA (e.g. Viacheslav Zgonnik). These
talks demonstrated that natural hydrogen

Natural
hydrogen is found in
a range of geological
settings – oceanic
and continental
crust, volcanic gases
and hydrothermal
systems
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Natural hydrogen
has the potential
to cause the biggest
disruption to
the global energy
system in the
coming decades
is observed in many different geological
environments, including rifts, back-arc
basins, intracratonic basins, cratonic areas
(usually Precambrian in age), within Banded
Iron Formations or mineralised zones
and ore deposits, mid-ocean ridges, and
orogenic settings.
Natural hydrogen is often found in
association with brines that also contain
helium, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and
methane. There are well-documented
occurrences of hydrogen within copper
mines in Ontario, Canada, and South
African gold, platinum and chromite mines
(Eric Deville), and in geothermal brines in
Iceland (Isabelle Moretti & Kayad Moussa).
One talk detailed the long-term monitoring
of the Sao Francisco Basin, Brazil, where
natural hydrogen seeps at volumes
exceeding a few hundred kg per day per
km2 (Maria Rosanne).
Some key processes for hydrogen
production include: (a) deep hydration
and radiolysis of water associated with
the radioactive decay of uranium, thorium
and potassium-bearing minerals; (b)
oxidation of ferrous to ferric iron and
mineral hydration, for example, during the
serpentinisation of olivine (e.g. ophiolites);
(c) decomposition in metamorphic areas;
(d) very late organic matter maturation;
and (e) primordial hydrogen originating
from Earth’s core and mantle (as discussed
in talks by Viacheslav Zgonnik; Chris
Boreham; Isabelle Moretti; Eric Gaucher;
Alain Prinzhofer).
Natural hydrogen is clearly more
common than previously thought.
Given the numerous documented
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In the Sao Francisco Basin,
Brazil, natural hydrogen seeps
at volumes exceeding a few
hundred kg per day

occurrences of natural hydrogen around
the world, statistically it is unlikely that the
Bourakébougou field is one of its kind.

Nascent field
The possibilities for natural hydrogen
exploitation are significant, but only if we
can understand how natural hydrogen
is generated, how or if it traps, or how
it seeps (such as, via advective versus
diffusive migration) to the surface. Key
points that rose from the discussions are
that natural hydrogen frequently occurs
in areas that have not been explored by
the oil-and-gas industry and that the
science underpinning its exploration is very
immature.
Past observations of natural hydrogen
were mostly accidental, a side effect of
geothermal, water, and oil-and-gas wells
that were drilled with other objectives in

mind. These wells are unlikely therefore
to be optimally located for hydrogen
exploration and production, so significant
questions remain.
For example, the hydrogen community
is split: one contingent views hydrogen
as a seep, which can be tapped and
produced, the other contingent views
hydrogen as (possibly) being trapped in
the sub-surface in a similar way to how oil
and gas accumulate. Hydrogen trapping
and storage in the sub-surface, at least
temporarily, is an important component of
the future hydrogen storage business.
Denis Briere introduced the concept
of Hydrogen System Logic (as opposed
to the traditional approach of Petroleum
System Logic). Derived from his work on
the Bourakébougou discovery in Mali, in
the Hydrogen System Logic model the
hydrogen reservoir is not a pressurised
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D E TA I L S
The next H-NAT meeting will take
place on 14 -15 June 2022.
Details of the H-NAT conference
series are available at hnatsummit.com

stagnant reservoir trapped under
impervious shale barrier, but a slowly
flowing accumulation being regenerated in
the fractures and matrix. Natural hydrogen
is periodically replenished via migration of
hydrogen through fractures and then the
subsequent diffusion into a host rock.
While the jury is still out on whether or
not hydrogen is stored over geological
timescales, salt or halite are recognised as
viable sealing lithologies, and it is possible
that igneous rocks (like diorite in Mali)
could also work as seals. Clay-rich rocks
could also act as barriers to hydrogen
migration.
For the emerging hydrogen industry,
further studies are required that monitor,
log and even drill hydrogen seeps and
potential reservoirs. Furthermore, to enable
hydrogen production and safe geological
storage, technological developments are
also required.

Legalities
On a global stage, the natural hydrogen
explorers are getting organised and have
been applying for exploration permits

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

in various places around the world.
However, while the companies behind
green hydrogen exploration can count on
government support and subsidies for their
projects, the natural hydrogen explorers
have not been shown much love. Some
legislative support has been offered in
South Australia, where a third of the state
is already covered by natural hydrogen
exploration permits, but elsewhere the
legal framework is less clear, and the
landscape is evolving fast.
Andrea Rigal-Casta (Geo Avocats,
France) and Jeffrey Haworth (Government
of Western Australia) noted that no
current regulation explicitly takes into
account the exploration and production of
natural hydrogen. For example, in the UK,
hydrogen is not specifically legislated and
is instead captured under the Gas Act 1986,
while in the EU hydrogen is captured within
existing mining or gas legislation, as an
after-thought. In the EU, where the political
environment is complex and often drilling
is not viewed positively by politicians or
communities, and elsewhere, existing
hydrocarbon laws are being repealed and
these policy changes are inadvertently
impacting hydrogen exploration.
The current lack of understanding of
what is natural hydrogen is a key factor in
this confusion. Andrea Rigal-Casta argued
that natural hydrogen is a source of energy
from geological or natural (renewable)
sources, and is therefore neither a mineral
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or a hydrocarbon. While hydrogen
exploration shares similarities with oil-andgas exploration, modifications to many
existing legislations are required.
In general, legislation relating to
hydrogen and other renewable energy
sources requires a fresh approach. The
modification of existing or the creation of
new exploration laws will dictate the speed
with which natural hydrogen reserves can
be unlocked and exploited.

New frontier
Natural hydrogen may represent a new
frontier in the energy transition, but
engineers and geoscientists, globally, must
first work to understand where and how
this potentially valuable gas is produced,
and how to get it to market cheaply
and safely. What is the average size of
a natural hydrogen resource? What is
the carbon footprint of exploring and
producing it? Can natural hydrogen
supplies decarbonise the existing grey
hydrogen feedstock? What is the cost of
exploration, development and production?
By answering such questions, we will gain
a better understanding of the contribution
natural carbon can make to our lowcarbon future.
Judging by the energy and interest
this conference generated, as well as
the continued emergence of natural
hydrogen companies and projects, we
should have answers to these questions
within the next few years. As presenter
Michael Webber (ENGIE, France) argued,
“natural hydrogen has the potential to
cause the biggest disruption to the global
energy system in the coming decades”.
Time will surely tell!

PHILIP J. BALL
Philip J. Ball is Senior Honorary Researcher at
the Department of Geography, Geology and the
Environment, Keele University, UK, and member
of the Geoscientist Contributors Team.
p.j.ball@keele.ac.uk

KRYSTIAN CZADO
Krystian Czado is Geoscientist at the Geological
Survey of New South Wales, Australia.
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A critical issue
The UK’s green industrial revolution cannot be achieved without domestic
extraction of critical minerals, development of the UK’s midstream processing
capability, and international collaboration. Success depends on the UK
Government’s willingness to take urgent action

I

N 2 0 2 0 , the UK Government
announced a £12 billion ‘tenpoint plan’ that will drive a ‘green
industrial revolution’. With the aim
of reducing UK carbon emissions
by 180 million tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent over the next decade, the
plan intends to mobilise £42 billion in
private investment and includes the
advancement of offshore wind energy,
the growth of low-carbon hydrogen
energy, an accelerated shift to zeroemission vehicles and investment in
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carbon capture, use and storage. To have
any hope of achieving this green industrial
revolution, the UK requires a secure
supply of critical minerals – materials that
are essential for modern technologies,
and, for a number of reasons, at risk of
supply shocks.
There are multiple lists of critical
minerals, including ones from the EU
(2020), British Geological Survey (2015),
Canada (2021), USGS (2018), and Australia
(2020). While each list differs based on
the methodology and needs of each

country, a few common critical minerals
are cobalt, graphite, lithium, rare earth
elements and tungsten, many of which
are required for electric vehicle batteries,
wind turbine motors and other renewable
technologies that are essential for the
green industrial revolution. The UK
Government is due to announce its list in
the next few months.
To bring together stakeholders from
across industry and raise Government
awareness of the UK’s potential for
responsible sourcing and use of critical
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View the
presentations
and panel
discussion at:
criticalmineral.
org

Stakeholders from
across industry gathered
to raise Government
awareness of the UK’s
potential for responsible
sourcing and use of
critical minerals across
the supply chain

minerals across the supply chain, the
Geological Society’s Business Forum,
the Critical Minerals Association and the
Institute of Materials, Minerals and Mining
(IOM3) jointly convened the first hybrid
in-person/virtual conference, ‘Critical
Minerals and the UK’s Green Industrial
Revolution’, in November 2021.

House of Commons, where Lee Rowley,
Minister for Industry and the first
Minister to have critical minerals in his
portfolio, gave an opening speech that
highlighted his commitment to the UK’s
critical minerals agenda.
Back at Burlington House, the
conference began with presentations
that set out the challenges brought
by the green industrial revolution,
notably the need for a secure supply of
critical minerals (for example, to build
new technologies, electric vehicles
and renewable energy infrastructure)
in a world where demand for critical
minerals is rocketing globally and supply,
particularly related to the mid-stream
refining processes, is almost entirely
dominated by nations such as China.
At the conference, Alexander Stafford
MP, the APPG Critical Minerals Vice-Chair
and first Parliamentarian to bring critical
minerals to a Westminster Hall debate in
March 2021, addressed these points in
an excellent talk. Alexander Stafford has
been raising awareness of these issues in
Parliamentary circles over the past year
and he noted that this subject is now high
on the Government’s agenda. In March
2021, he asked the UK Government to
support the development of the UK’s
mining and midstream capability, to work
with international partners such as the
Five Eyes Intelligence Alliance, to support
university programmes that investigate
critical minerals (such as those run at the
Camborne School of Mines, UK), and to
release a critical minerals strategy.
This talk was followed by UK
Government officials from the
Department for International Trade and
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy
highlighting the important work they are
doing is this field, and announcing the
publication of a critical minerals strategy
in Spring 2022.

Critical mineral complexity
Parliamentary opening
This one-day event began with an AllParty Parliamentary Group (APPG) for
Critical Minerals breakfast held at the

With UK Government in the room and
listening, now was industry’s chance to
outline the complexity of critical minerals
supply chains and the opportunity for

Lee Rowley,
Minister for Industry
and the first Minister
to have critical
minerals in his
portfolio, gave an
opening speech
that highlighted his
commitment to the
UK’s critical minerals
agenda
the UK to support its domestic industries.
This started with talks that explained the
need for critical minerals and the complex
considerations of geological exploration and
processing (Hannah Hughes and Robin Shail,
Camborne School of Mines), and focused
on the importance of research in exploration
(Ed Loye, E-Tech Resources), environmental
social governance (Sarah Gordon, Satarla
and Fiona Cessford, SRK Consulting) and
international supply chains (Darryn Quayle,
Worley). Starting from first principles is
key to ensuring the UK Government fully
understands all the intricacies in disciplines
like Earth science, even if most geoscientists
may view these basics as obvious.
The afternoon provided a whistle-stop
tour of critical mineral mining projects in
the UK, and midstream businesses and
opportunities. The UK has great geological
potential. As highlighted by Paul Lusty
(British Geological Survey), the UK has
diverse geology, is well-endowed with
mineral resources, and has a long history of
exploration and mining.
The presentations highlighted mining
projects happening across the UK, with
tin-tungsten at the Hemerdon mine in
South Devon (Max Denning, Tungsten
West Ltd), tin at South Crofty and United
Downs in Cornwall (Richard Williams,
Cornish Metals), lithium at United Downs
and Trelavour in Cornwall (Jeremy Wrathall/
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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Lucy Crane, Cornish Lithium), tin-tungstencopper at Redmoor in Cornwall (Cornwall
Resources), polyhalite, a fertiliser, at the
Woodsmith Project in the North East of
England (Elly Shaw, Anglo American), and
copper in Northern Ireland (Dalradian).
Discussions also highlighted the importance
of community relations and how mining
companies engage with their communities
(Jeff Harrison, Cornwall Resources), as
well as the challenges of UK mineral
rights, planning and permitting regimes for
companies (Mike Armitage, SRK Consulting).
When discussing the midstream,
talks by Paul Atherley (Pensana),
Allan Walton (Hypromag), Ian Higgins
(Less Common Metals), and Simon GardnerBond (TechMet) highlighted the ways in
which we can attract investment for the UK,
recycling and existing midstream processes.
Pensana is developing a rare earth
processing hub at the Saltend Chemicals
Park in Hull, while HyProMag is establishing
a recycling facility for neodymium magnets
in Birmingham. Less Common Metals
manufactures complex alloy systems and
metals (specialists in rare earth elements),
and TechMet invests in world-class projects
across the technology metal supply chain.
The conference ended with a panel
discussion on whether we can realistically
achieve net zero by 2050, given the short
timescales. Overall, the panel members
Frances Wall (Camborne School of Mines),
Richard Herrington (Natural History
Museum), Ben Kilby (Britishvolt), Robert
Pell (Minviro) and Veera Johnson (Circulor)
were optimistic, even when the discussion
ended with a question from the audience,
and one which Baroness Northover later
applauded during her excellent speech at
the event’s evening reception: Have we set
ourselves the right targets to achieve Net
Zero? The reality is that even with billions

D E TA I L S
The next event will take place in
November 2022. For details, see
geolsoc.org.uk/Events

kindly compiled by Cornish Metals for the
Critical Minerals Association.

Building supply chains

The UK has great mining potential and a number of
mining projects are happening across the nations

of dollars in commitments from nations
globally to combat climate change, we
don’t currently have enough of the right
minerals readily available to manufacture
all of the renewable technologies we
require. We will therefore need to mine
these and Earth scientists, miners and
metallurgists will be needed more than
ever as we transition to new, critical
mineral-intensive technologies for the
green industrial revolution.
We were delighted to see Government
officials engaging with and learning from
one of the exhibitions, ‘a Tin Briefcase’,
which showcased tin ingots and
concentrates, and their applications (such
as a smartphone, motherboard, spool of
solder, float glass sample, PVC, lead-acid
battery, mini solar panel). The Briefcase of
Mineral Application was conceptualised by
EIT Raw Materials and it was an excellent
way for people to learn how minerals
and metals are used. The exhibit was

FURTHER READING
A full list of further reading is available at geoscientist.online.
• The Australian Government Department of
• The European Commission (2020) Critical
Industry, Science, Energy and Resources
Raw Materials Resilience: Charting a Path
(2020) Australian Critical Minerals Prospectus
towards greater Security and Sustainability.
2020.
• Natural Resources Canada (2021) Canada’s
• The British Geological Survey (2015)
Critical Minerals List 2021.
The Risk List 2015.
• The USGS (2018) List of Critical Minerals 2018.
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This one-day conference brought together
an invited audience of more than 100
people from across industry, academia and
Government, and more than 300 attendees
online from all over the world. Only by
collaborating and working together can we
agree on actions and recommendations to
put forward to UK Government as it works
on the colossal challenge of critical mineral
supply chains.
Every scientific discipline is incredibly
complex in its own right. Often, we hear how
geologists, mineral processors, chemists, to
name a few, wouldn’t have a clue what their
colleagues do day-to-day. UK Government
has to understand all of these very complex
individual disciplines, how they fit together
and what the Government’s own role should
be. It is essential that those in industry and
academia, from all parts of the supply chain,
come together to help the UK Government
understand the challenges and opportunities
around critical mineral supply chains.
The message from the speakers was
clear: time is running out and we need
the Government to take action quickly
to provide the support needed to enable
research organisations, companies and
individuals to meet and embrace the
challenges ahead.

KIRSTY BENHAM
Kirsty Benham is Co-Founder,
Critical Minerals Association.

This event was organised by the Geological
Society’s Business Forum, Critical Minerals
Association and the Institute of Materials,
Minerals and Mining (IOM3), with sponsorship
from SRK Consulting, Pensana Plc, Mkango
Resources and HyProMag.
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The geoscience
time machine
The 21st Glossop Medal winner, David
Shilston, describes a time machine approach
as an essential tool for engineering
geologists — present, past and future

A F O R M E R P R E S I D E N T of the
Geological Society, with over 40 years of
professional experience, David Shilston
provides a glimpse into how his interest
and passion for geosciences were
sparked from a young age.
“My father and an uncle encouraged
me with trips to places of interest and
gifts of fossils, rocks and minerals,” recalls
David. “From a piece of razor-sharp black
obsidian that my uncle brought back
from Iceland to earning the Geologist
Proficiency Badge in the Scouts, these
experiences have influenced my wish to
assist teachers in their essential efforts to
teach and encourage interest in geology
and physical geography.”

A piece of black obsidian
sparked David’s interest
in geology

geological time-travellers. “That is,
develop one’s geoscience powers of
imagination and visualisation, maintain a
broad interest in the geosciences, identify
and understand present-day geological
and geomorphological processes as
analogues, and make good use of case
studies to learn from experience and
engage interest.”

Challenges
Key to the past – and future
Whilst accustomed to considering the past,
geoscientists are increasingly being called
on to apply their expertise to the future, to
predict the impact of climate change and
anthropogenic activity.
In the context of applying practical
geological engineering approaches to civil
engineering and environmental projects,
David reveals in his Glossop lecture,
Engineering geology and the geoscience
time machine, that “the answer is much more
than a description of the materials logged
in an excavation or a borehole… It requires
a mental time machine that enables us to
investigate and understand the conditions,
processes and materials that occur over
geological time and recently.”
The message is clear: engineering
geologists need to be effective engineering

David suggests there are two big
challenges for geoscience, with one
being “the progressive reduction
in the number of students who are
studying geoscience”.
The other, related to the first, is “the
impact of the rapidly developing global
energy revolution. The geosciences are
essential not only for long-established
industries, but also for the rapidly growing
renewable and zero-carbon energy
sectors, such as the ground engineering
skills required for windfarms and the wide
range of skills needed for carbon capture
and storage.”
With climate change, more severe and
frequent geohazards are likely. David
highlights that engineering geology and
geoenvironmental management are
therefore fields of increasing relevance,

yet are “often invisible to the general
public”.
“If I were to be asked to name just one
project that will be of exciting interest in
the next few decades, I would note the
Geological Disposal Facility that will be
developed as a permanent home for the
UK’s nuclear waste. It is a large and multifaceted project, that has an important
public dimension – and geoscience skills
and the public understanding of science
and engineering will be at the centre of
the project.”
Read the full interview at
Geoscientist.Online
Interview by Sade Agard, Lead Geologist,
Chair at Area Code Foundation,
and member of the Geoscientist
Contributors Team.
DAV I D S H I L S TO N
David Shilston is Atkins’
technical director for
engineering geology and
Deputy Editor-in-Chief of
Geoscientist. He was awarded
the 21st Glossop Medal,
the most prestigious award of the Engineering
Group of the Geological Society, and delivered
his Glossop Lecture in November 2021. The 21st
Glossop Lecture is available here: youtube.com/
watch?v=CAJDtSrrA4w
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THE CONTRIBUTORS TEAM HIGHLIGHT RECENT DISCOVERIES

 ruption-climate
E
feedbacks
 Nat. Commun. 12, 4708 (2021);
doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-24943-7

affects climate.
When sulphate aerosols from explosive
eruptions enter the stratosphere,
they can remain there for over a year,
reflecting sunlight back to space, causing
net cooling of the planet’s surface.
Powerful eruptions such as those of
Mount Tambora, Indonesia, in 1815 and
Mount Pinatubo, Philippines, in 1991 are
key examples, where the former led to
the infamous ‘year without a summer’.
However, there is limited understanding
about the influence of a warmer climate
on volcanic aerosols in the atmosphere.
Thomas Aubry at the University of
Cambridge, UK, and colleagues explore
this complex relationship using climate,
sulphate aerosol and eruption-column
modelling, with Mount Pinatubo as
a test case.
Without action to reduce greenhousegas emissions, global mean surface
temperature may rise by 6.6˚C.
Consequently, the tropopause is
predicted to migrate upwards, the
overlying stratosphere may become
less stratified, and circulation of rising
air from the tropics towards the poles
may accelerate.
Under this ‘business-as-usual’ climate,
the modelling results indicate that the
cooling effect of moderate-magnitude
tropical eruptions, which occur roughly
every year, will reduce by 75%. Primarily
because, with a higher tropopause,
aerosols will be confined to the
troposphere, where most weather occurs
and will be removed by rainfall. However,
for large-magnitude tropical eruptions,
typically occurring only every 30 years,
surface cooling is projected to increase
by 15%. With decreased stratification of

VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

When aerosols from
powerful volcanic
eruptions enter the
stratosphere, they can
reflect sunlight back
to space and cause the
planet to cool
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 eep biospheric
D
platinum
Geology 49, 1327–1331 (2021);
doi.org/10.1130/G49088.1
P L A T I N U M L O N G ago gained preciousmetal status, being used in jewellery for
millennia and in industrial applications
for more than half a century. Nuggets
of platinum are greatly prized. Dense,
shiny and globular, such nuggets are
found in placer deposits across the
world, but how do they form? Most past
analyses agree that these nuggets derive
from the weathering of mafic intrusive
rocks. However, does this mechanism
predominantly involve physical processes
and the abrasion of initial (bedrock)
agglomerations of platinum; or do
chemical processes shape these grains,
with platinum enrichment occurring
during weathering, and possibly aided
by biogenic reactions? Intriguingly,
the answer may come from another
element: selenium.
Platinum nuggets contain trace
amounts of selenium, an essential
element for organisms. Microbes

Geryon trispinosus, a species of crab that lives in deep water
in the north-eastern Atlantic Ocean and shares similar
characteristics with the newly discovered Cretapsara athanata

preferentially incorporate 76Se relative
to 82Se, so by analysing the selenium
isotopes of a platinum nugget, it is
possible to infer microbial processes and
thus discriminate between an abiogenic
or biogenic origin for the deposits.
Alexandre Raphael Cabral at the
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais,
Brazil, and Stephan König and Benjamin
Eickmann, then at the Universität
Tübingen, Germany, and colleagues
measure the selenium isotopes in
platinum nuggets from a placer deposit
in southeast Brazil. They find that the
platinum nuggets, which are dated
to around 180 million years old, are
extremely depleted in 82Se – in fact, the
authors report the “lightest” 82Se/76Se
ratios ever recorded in geological
samples. The researchers argue that
these extreme ratios must reflect
formation via biochemical processes,
and specifically that the concentrated
platinum grains were precipitated by
anaerobic microbes circulating within
fractured rocks hundreds of metres
beneath Earth’s surface.
The results imply that bacteria could
have been thriving in deep-seated
groundwater during the Jurassic breakup
of West Gondwana.
JERRY DICKENS

C
 retaceous crab
colonization
Science Advances 7, 43 (2021);
doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abj5689
F R E S H W A T E R A N D terrestrial crabs
are thought to have diverged from their
marine relatives during the Cretaceous,
with phylogenetic studies suggesting
that freshwater crabs emerged about
130 million years ago. However, fossil
evidence to support their colonisation
of non-marine environments at this time
is limited. Now, Javier Luque at Harvard
University, USA, and colleagues, report
the discovery of a previously unknown
crab species, Cretapsara athanata, which
lived during the Late Cretaceous, about
100 million years ago.
This newly discovered species is a ‘true
crab’, an early example of a modernlooking crab. It is preserved in amber
found in rocks from Myanmar, Southeast
Asia, which is unusual because most
fossils preserved in amber are insects
– in fact, this remarkable specimen is
the first known example of a true crab
found in amber. The fossil is exceptionally
well preserved: micro-computed
tomography (CT) digital reconstructions
reveal eyestalks, antennae, and limbs all
present. While its physical characteristics
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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Image: Christoph Noever/Universitetet i Bergen, CC BY 4.0, creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0, via Wikimedia Commons

the stratosphere, more powerful eruption
columns can reach greater heights.
Additionally, accelerated atmospheric
circulation will spread aerosols faster,
which reduces atmospheric fallout as the
aerosols have less time to clump together
and increase in size. This combination
results in a stratosphere rich with small
sulphate aerosols, thus enhancing their
cooling ability.
While the investigation is confined to
tropical eruptions and the complexities
of the feedbacks mean it is difficult
to determine the overall impact on
climate of amplified cooling from large
eruptions versus reduced cooling from
smaller eruptions, the findings provide an
important insight for understanding our
planet’s responses to human-induced
climate change.

IN BRIEF

differ somewhat from present-day
known crabs, the superficial similarities
are remarkable.
Other material within the amber, such
as carbonised wood fibres that potentially
indicate a forest-floor setting, imply that
this crab may have lived in a freshwater
or brackish environment, and may even
have been fully terrestrial. Cretapsara
athanata therefore demonstrates
that crabs colonised non-marine
environments by the Late Cretaceous
period, bridging the gap between the
fossil and phylogenetic record.
STEPHEN MCHUGH

 imalayas
H
unperturbed
Nat. Geosci. 14, 745–750 (2021);
doi.org/10.1038/s41561-021-00815-z
T H E E R O S I O N and weathering
of mountain ranges make these
geologically complex systems home to
multiple carbon sources and sinks. In
particular, silicate mineral weathering
(coupled with carbonate precipitation
in the oceans), as well as the erosion,
transport and burial of organic carbon
along continental margins are major
carbon sinks that play a key role in the
long-term evolution of global climate.
However, it is difficult to define the netcarbon budget for a mountain range
linked to erosion at climatically relevant
timescales because the erosional
processes, which are dominated
by earthquakes and landslides, are
somewhat random in nature.
Lena Märki at ETH Zurich, Switzerland,
and colleagues calculate the carbon
budget for erosion in the Narayani
catchment of the central Himalaya in
response to the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha
earthquake – an event that caused
more than 25,000 landslides in the
Central Himalaya. The team use a highresolution time series to quantify the
evolution of the inorganic and organic
carbon fluxes linked to erosion during
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four monsoon seasons before and after
the earthquake. The data show that while
erosion in the central Himalaya acts as
a net carbon sink, largely due to the
efficient export of organic carbon, the
Gorkha earthquake did not significantly
shift the long-term carbon flux in the
region.
The authors draw comparisons
with the 2008 Mw 7.9 Wenchuan
earthquake, an event that is thought to
have affected the net-carbon budget for
the catchment. The volume of material
mobilised by landslides during the
Wenchuan earthquake was substantially
larger than that liberated by the Gorkha
earthquake. Thus, the authors conclude
that the relative frequency of large
earthquakes in the central Himalaya has
created a landscape that is in quasiequilibrium, meaning that the short-term
carbon budget for this region is relevant
on interglacial timescales, too.
SADE AGARD

 orth Sea
N
prospects
Earth Sci. Syst. Soc. 1 (2021);
doi.org/10.3389/esss.2021.10041

the UK’s target of achieving
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions
by 2050, we must upscale our CO2storage capacity, and this requires the
TO MEET

identification of suitable storage sites
with robust geological seals. The North
Sea has great potential as a CO2-storage
hub for European industries, with around
70 Gt CO2-storage potential identified
in the Norwegian sector alone. In the
northern North Sea, the Utsira-Skade
Aquifer looks particularly promising,
especially as it is already used for CO2
storage in the southern North Sea at
Sleipner. However, past estimates of its
CO2-storage potential are inconsistent
and range from 0.3 to 60 Gt.
Christopher Lloyd at the University
of Manchester, UK, and colleagues
use 3D broadband seismic reflection
and well data to create a catalogue
of CO2 storage prospects within the
Skade, Eir and Utsira Formations, which
make up the Utsira-Skade Aquifer, in
the North Viking Graben, North Sea.
The researchers identify prospective
storage sites by defining the suitable
storage region, calculating the porosity
distribution, assessing the extent,
geomorphology, thickness variability,
and mudstone containment confidence,
and mapping of closures through fill-tospill simulations. Overall, the researchers
identify 15 prospects, however, only five
of these have a positive containment
confidence score. These prospects
have a combined storage capacity of 54
Mt CO2 if the full reservoir thickness is
considered, or 39 Mt CO2 if considering
the top-to-spill point of the closure.
Four prospects are in the north-eastern
part of the study area, near the Northern
Lights exploitation license.
The containment confidence score
assigned to any prospective storage
site depends on the distribution and
resolution of the available data, so may
not account for unknown influences
of faults, abandoned wells and seal
integrity. Therefore, further localised
analysis of the mudstone seal, as well as
CO2 injection simulation will be required
before the Utsira-Skade Aquifer can be
further developed for CO2 storage.
K Y L E WAT T S
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F I N D T H E L AT E S T R E V I E W S AT G E O S C I E N T I S T. O N L I N E

PALAEOCLIMATOLOGY:
FROM SNOWBALL EARTH
TO THE ANTHROPOCENE
DETAILS

BY: Colin P. Summerhayes (2020)
Wiley-Blackwell, 564 pp. (pbk)
ISBN: 9781119591382 PRICE: £65.00
blackwells.co.uk
REVIEWED BY JAN
ZALASIEWICZ

This is a magnificent
book, and is the best
in-depth treatment
of palaeoclimate
that I know: a text
that systematically
explores the evidence and the detail. It
is a development and update of Colin
Summerhayes’ Earth’s Climate Evolution
of 2015, now taking climate history back
to the Snowball Earth glaciations of late
Proterozoic times, and taking on board
the enormous palaeoclimate literature
published since then. The lengths taken to
cover this literature are truly staggering—
the bibliography alone encompasses
nearly 2,000 papers.
How to synthesize such a mass of data
and deduction, yet make it readable? (The
IPCC reports, for instance, magnificent as
they are, can be hard going.) One ploy is to
tell the story through the many researchers
who built the science – not only through
the early savants such as Agassiz, Buffon
and Tyndall, but going right into the modern
era with the likes of Jane Francis and
Valerie Masson-Delmotte. This approach
humanises the interweaving narratives
and nicely leads into the evidence and the
evolving concepts, often via exploration and
explanation of the individual papers these
people wrote. At 543 closely argued pages,
this is still a mighty book that is not to be
read at one sitting, but this perspective,
together with a clear writing style, helps
the reader cope with the (necessarily)
enormous scale and complexity of Earth’s
climate narrative, and does an excellent
job of making the story approachable.
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The book extends beyond palaeoclimate
history to explain the different controls on
climate: palaeogeography, atmospheric
composition, astronomical configuration
and so on, and how they are integrated
within climate models. This part of the
narrative follows the same effective pattern,
tracking how evidence was painstakingly
— and sometimes quirkily — built up, and
how the lines of conceptual logic were
developed (and, indeed, are still developing).
The 700-million-year history naturally
becomes covered in increasing detail as we
approach the present, with something like
a third of the book devoted to the climate
evolution of the Pleistocene, Holocene,
and now the Anthropocene, with good
discussion on the warming trajectory of the
last half-century.
Overall, this book gives indispensable
context for understanding Earth’s climate
evolution. Any glitches? Perhaps a couple:
no index to the many people whose work
is described, and in those biographical
descriptions the lists of honours awarded
can become a little de trop. But, these
are minor issues. I whole-heartedly
recommend this wonderful book.

PLANT FLOW MEASUREMENT
& CONTROL HANDBOOK:
FLUID, SOLID, SLURRY AND
MULTIPHASE FLOW
DETAILS

BY: Swapan Basu (2019) Academic Press,
1,268 pp. (hbk)
ISBN: 9780128124376 PRICE: £170.00
elsevier.com
REVIEWED
BY STEPHAN
JEFFERIS

On first lifting this
substantial text on
flow measurement (it
weighs in at over
3.5 kg), one is inclined
to view it as a work of reference to be
left on the shelf until required to resolve
a particular flow-measurement problem.
However, it is much more; a practical

guide to the theory and application of flow
measurement coupled with outlines of
individual techniques and their installation
and operation, with advice on technique
selection and potential problems.
The first chapter sets out the basics of
flow measurement and introduces the
principal processes/phenomena that can be
exploited for flow measurement. Working
through the multitude of techniques
presented, one is in awe of the variety of
phenomena that have been exploited to
derive flow measurements and the amazing
ingenuity of those who developed them.
Operational details of the measurement
systems are then provided in succeeding
chapters, including those that exploit the
measurement of head, velocity, impact,
centripetal force, the Coriolis effect, and
induced voltage, in addition to positive
displacement metering.
Of course, not all flows are of simple
gases, liquids or solids. The flow behaviour
of slurries (solid-liquid systems) and
multiphase gas-liquid systems (including
gas-water-oil) are reviewed with illustrations
of the flow regimes that can be expected.
A further complication is that not
all flows are in closed conduits, and
measurement systems are described for
fluid flows in open channels and solid
flows on conveyor belts.
From a user’s perspective there is
useful advice on control and integration
of measurement devices and flow
conditioning to improve system
performance. Alongside this there are
data on the typical accuracy that can be
expected for the different systems – one
must be realistic about the accuracy of the
devices we use. With details of so many
procedures it is a pleasure to find that
the author has provided selection tables
and guidance on the flow measurement
techniques that may be employed in
a variety of industry sectors, including
cement, mining, metallurgy, nuclear, and
oil and gas. A minor criticism is that despite
the 1,268 pages, some of the process
descriptions are rather brief. However, there
are substantial lists of references, including
standards, as well as published papers.

B E I N S P I R E D B Y O U R F E L L O W S ’ R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

DRAGON’S TEETH AND
THUNDERSTONES: THE
QUEST FOR THE MEANING
OF FOSSILS
DETAILS

BY: Ken McNamara (2020) Reaktion Books
Ltd., 288 pp. (hbk or ebook)
ISBN: 9781789142907 PRICE: £18.00
reaktionbooks.co.uk
REVIEWED BY
JEREMY JOSEPH

Fossils have been around
for millions of years,
some for hundreds of
millions, but their true
origins were unknown
until quite recently. A
very few people in Greek and Roman
times recognised the likely connection
with past life, but it was not until the
seventeenth century that the real origin
of fossils was deduced. For hundreds of
thousands of years, however, people have
been attracted by fossils, and collected
and used them for many purposes. This
excellent book is about fossils, but in a
fascinating and different way.
McNamara, a former director of the
Sedgwick Museum in Cambridge, UK,
explores the paths taken by hominids –
mainly humans, but some others as well
– to try to understand whether fossils could
offer anything of value, or be of use. It is
irrelevant that we now ‘know’ that much of
what was understood about fossils prior to
the seventeenth century was wrong. This is
really a story of human culture, as related to
fossils, and the evolution of that relationship.
The oldest humanoid links with fossils
are represented, inevitably, by burials and
the contents of graves. People have been
buried with fossils for at least 500,000
years, on which basis it is assumed that the
fossils represented something important
to them. While some of the buried
material was clearly jewellery, other fossils
may have been buried with the dead
because of their perceived powers and
benefits. The traditional values of fossils, in

various cultures, include helping the dead
get through to the next life, protecting the
living from poison, lightning or evil spirits,
curing illnesses, and, almost in reverse of
fending off evil spirits, projecting magic
against others. Above and beyond that,
however, fossils have been a fundamental
source of aesthetic inspiration.
McNamara’s book shows that many
fossil-related stories and myths have truly
ancient roots. Drawing on archaeology,
folklore, the history of natural philosophy,
mythology and many other facets of
human culture, it is, as noted by others,
about the search for the meaning of
fossils. The stories show clearly that
human imagination is truly infinite. They
bring other intriguing issues to light, too,
in the ways that fossils have been traded,
exchanged or acquired over the last few
hundred years. This is a fascinating book.

THE MANTLE OF THE
EARTH: GENEALOGIES OF A
GEOGRAPHICAL METAPHOR
DETAILS

BY: Veronica Della Dora (2021) The
University of Chicago Press, 416 pp. (hbk
or ebook)
ISBN: 9780226741291 PRICE: £52.00
press.uchicago.edu
REVIEWED BY CHRIS
HAWKESWORTH

The geological term
‘mantle’ has only been
in use since the 1940s,
but the word itself has
been widely used since
biblical times. Mantles
both conceal and protect, as a ‘garment’,
a ‘piece of clothing and an adornment’
that describes the diversity and splendour
of the natural world and its seasonal
changes. This engaging and erudite book
explores the intellectual genealogy of
Earth’s mantle, and its representation in
art, literature, geography and maps. ‘It is
about being above the earth, not within it.’
The first part, Clothing Creation,
follows the threads of ancient and

BOOKS & ARTS

medieval history through mythical and
biblical mantles. It highlights the mantle
of creation as a divine craft, and the
reassurance it offers on a range of scales
from the cosmos to the human body.
Unveiling Space traces the shift from
‘wrapping to unveiling’, exploring the
disruption of the ancient orders through
discovery across the surface of Earth, and
within the human body. Architects and
artists explored linear perspective and
depth as a third perspective, and poetic
contemplation helped scientists make
contact with the cosmos and its mysteries.
The Surfaces of Modernity looks at
incarnations of the mantle metaphor from
the late nineteenth century through the
Cold War in the establishment of geography
as a discipline, exploration of extreme
environments in space, Earth’s interior and
Antarctica, and environmental discourse.
The scientific metaphor of Earth’s mantle
was juxtaposed with the ‘green mantle of
the earth’ in response to the threats posed
by nuclear fallout and chemical pollution.
Weaving looks at modern and
contemporary textile artworks and
metaphors, and a modern world saturated
with flickering images and plasma screens.
A new mantle, ‘an ecology of screens’,
wraps Earth, a vast web of perception
crowds our daily lives – perhaps the next
incarnation of the ancient mantle of Earth.
I greatly enjoyed the opportunity to
read what in many ways is an astonishing
book. It is ambitious, impressively well
researched, and delightfully written.
It deftly sets textual sources, from
ancient Greek literature to Romantic
poetry and twentieth-century popular
science, alongside contemporary graphic
representations and objects including
textiles, maps, artworks and geological
diagrams. It explores the continuities and
discontinuities in the history of Western
geographical imagination, and ends with
‘Like the shuttle of a skilled weaver, the
geographer’s pen crafts new mantles of
words. Warp and weft cross again and
again, as the fabric of human history
silently unfolds. Which thread we should
follow is up to us.’
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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T H ER E A R E few teachers who really create
an indelible impression on their students;
Andrew was one of them. With his direct
Yorkshire phrases and clear explanations
of complex ideas, he introduced a large
number of postgraduate students to
groundwater modelling.

Not only would Andrew challenge ill-thoughtout ideas, he would also insist that ideas be
well presented. A debate he participated in
at a Geological Society Hydrogeology Group
meeting inspired an Environment Agency
colleague to start the Groundwater Modellers’
forum with the aim of continuing these
passionate and insightful discussions.

Early life and education

ANDREW SPINK
1948 – 2020

Hydrogeologist
fondly
remembered by
his students as a
naturally gifted
teacher and
communicator

BY A N D R EW H UG HES

Born in Denholme in West Yorkshire, and
educated at Bradford Grammar School,
Andrew studied Civil Engineering at university.
Employed by Sir William Halcrow, he worked
on a number of projects, including the Faslane
submarine base in Scotland. During this time,
he became both a chartered Civil Engineer and
an accountant!
An MSc in Water Resources and Technology
at the University of Birmingham followed
during the drought of 1975/6. Awarded
Birmingham’s Ratcliff Prize, Andrew went on
to complete a PhD on the South Humberbank
study, a seminal groundwater project
commissioned by the then Anglian Water
Authority to investigate saline intrusion into
the Chalk aquifer. His research encompassed
novel features for the time: recharge modelling,
numerical pumping test analysis, and regional
groundwater modelling using self-written code.
He later added solute transport modelling to his
skills to examine both saline intrusion in various
coastal aquifers and nitrate transport from
agricultural land.

University of Birmingham

Pictured, above:
Andrew’s legacy is a core
group of highly skilled
UK and international
groundwater modellers
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After his PhD, Andrew started lecturing at the
University of Birmingham in 1978, teaching
undergraduates and postgraduates and
supervising PhD students. He was a naturally
gifted teacher and communicator, who could
bring complex subjects to life with just a piece
of chalk and a blackboard. Students also recall
debates in the local pub on the finer details of
groundwater modelling. His door was always
open to students to discuss the challenges
groundwater modelling posed. Impromptu
lessons were conducted as he tried, often
unsuccessfully, to light his ever-present pipe.
His PhD students remember his painstakingly
handwritten corrections to their thesis,
providing them with a writing style that would
stand them in good stead for their careers.

Later work and legacy
Andrew was continually exploring novel
and advanced computational techniques to
enhance the science of groundwater modelling.
Later work focussed on computationally
efficient numerical methods to simulate
groundwater flow across spatial scales. This led
on to research considering how object-oriented
software development approaches could be
used to make groundwater-modelling code
more flexible and adaptable. An approach that
facilitates the coupling of models was a novel
development at the time, but such methods are
now standard.
His legacy is a core group of UK and
international groundwater modellers who
were taught how to build models from the
ground up, think carefully about groundwater
hydraulics, and describe their findings clearly.
Andrew was also a warm hearted and loyal
friend, and a devoted husband. He regularly
attended the City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra and enjoyed spending his holidays
in Scotland.
He will be fondly remembered by
many worldwide. He is survived by his
widow, Margaret.

Students
recall debates in the
local pub on the finer
details of groundwater
modelling. His door
was always open to
students to discuss
the challenges
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G EOFF TOW N S O N grew-up in Worthing, Sussex.
He took a BSc degree in Geology at King’s
College, London (1965 – 68) and a DPhil at
the University of Oxford, where he studied
the Portland Beds of England and northern
France under the supervision of Prof. Tony
Hallam [1968 – 1971]. Whilst at Oxford, Geoff
met Jane, a member of the secretarial staff in
the Geology Department, whom he married in
1971, prior to taking up his career with Shell, in
the Netherlands.

Coast, and back to the territory of Geoff’s
DPhil research. In Charmouth, Geoff became
something of an institution. Firstly, he
contributed as a volunteer to the Geological
Society’s R.H. Worth award-winning Charmouth
Heritage Coast Centre geological charity. He
began a series of courses for the local University
of the Third Age (U3A) that explained geological
concepts through the regional geology. These
courses proved to be outstandingly successful
and indeed many joined the Heritage Coast U3A
just to be able to take Geoff’s course. Reputation
has it that they were far from a ‘light-touch’, but
very enjoyable.
In Charmouth, Geoff also developed his
artistic skills, exhibiting his paintings at local
galleries and contributing to local social events.
Using his artistic skills, he also contributed a
Drawing Tutor course at the U3A and within
the community. His paintings are of geological
topics and recognition of his skill in depicting
landslides is acknowledged by Professor Dave
Petley in his Landslide Blog as an ‘ability to
capture the drama of the landscape’.

Oil geologist
Following training in the Netherlands, Geoff
returned to the UK as an oil geologist working
on the North Sea — indeed, he worked on the
second exploration well of the Brent Oil-andGas Field where he cut the first cores! He was
also involved in the discovery of the Cormorant
and several other oilfields in the Northern and
Central North Sea.
In 1976, appointment as Exploration Geologist
at Shell Brunei took Geoff to Borneo, where
he carried out onshore fieldwork and offshore
interpretation. Geoff’s next move, in 1980,
was to Perth, Western Australia, where he was
Chief Geologist at Shell Australia and his tenure
contributed to discoveries in the Bass Strait.
From 1985 onwards, he moved into
management and was based in The Hague and
London as Shell International Area Geologist, UK
Business Development Manager and Business
Development Coordinator Oil, as part of the
International Senior Management team.

Publishing
Over his career, Geoff published a number of
papers on the topic of this DPhil research and
his research findings whilst in the oil industry.
His final publication was in Geoscientist in 2017.
Entitled ‘On seeing the most rocks’, his article
reviewed the significance of the Geological
Society’s field trips funded by the oil industry.
Geoff Townson died of an untreatable form
of cancer and will be greatly missed by his wife
Jane, sons and their families, as well as the
community to which he contributed so much
over his career and retirement.

Charmouth
After retiring from Shell, Geoff and Jane
moved to Charmouth, Dorset on the Jurassic
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WILLIAM
GEOFFREY
TOWNSON
1947 – 2020

A highly skilled
oil geologist,
geological
communicator
and artist

BY JAME S RO SE

IN MEMORY OF…
The Society notes with sadness the passing of:
• Baldwin, Stuart Arnold
• Bowes, Donald Ralph
• Burgess, Iain*
• Floyd, Peter
• Harrison, Chris
• Hasan, Syed Manzurul
• Johnstone, Alan
• Knight, Roger
• Lavers, Brian A*
• Marinos, Paul (Pavlos)
• Maurenbrecher, Pieter Michiel
• McAdam, Archibald*
• Murray, John

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Myers, John
Olver, Paul *
Price, Gerald*
Raybould, John Garth*
Sims, Peter*
Smith, Alexander Gordon*
Standring, Anthony*
Stringer, Peter*
Walker, Peter*
Walters, Steven*

Pictured, above: Geoff
continued to contribute to
the field of geology after
his retirement from Shell

(Bold, recent additions to the list; * Fellows
for whom no obituarist has been commissioned)
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who died on 14 April 2020
aged 97, was a stratigrapher, palaeontologist
and sedimentary petrologist who spent all his
professional life as a university teacher.

G EO RG E B EN N I S ON,

Education and army service

GEORGE MILLS
BENNISON
1922 – 2020

Stratigrapher,
palaeontologist
and sedimentary
petrologist who
made major
contributions to
geology education

BY A L A N W R I GHT

Pictured, above: George
was an influential academic
who made major
contributions to education
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Born in Nottingham on 11 July 1922, George
lived in Chesterfield, Derbyshire until he went to
Bede College, Durham University in 1940. There
he met Gwen, his future wife. They were both
keen rowers, and George represented Durham
in other sports too.
George was called up into the army in 1942,
where he worked mainly on Radar. He also
played the trumpet in the Army dance band.
George was demobbed in November 1945 and
returned to Bede College to finish his degree,
obtaining 1st Class Honours in Geology in
1948. It was during his time in the army that he
married Gwen, on his 21st birthday in 1943.
After a brief appointment as an assistant
lecturer at Glasgow, George moved to
Aberdeen’s Geology Department, where he
began his research on the relationship between
the lamellibranch fauna and sedimentology in
the Calciferous Sandstone of Ayrshire, for which
he was awarded an MSc by Durham University
in 1953. Further work on the same formation
in Fife led to a PhD from the University of
Aberdeen in 1960.

Publications
In 1960, George moved to the University of
Birmingham Geology Department. There
he taught stratigraphy and geological map
interpretation, and geology to civil engineering
students. In 1964, he published Introduction to
Geological Structures and Maps, which was a
huge success, running to multiple editions.
After George retired in 1986, Birmingham
alumni Keith Moseley and then Paul Olver
assisted in the revision. In the upcoming
9th edition, Prof. John Tellam will provide
hydrogeological map exercises to replace some
of those that were suitable for coal mining
students, a change George saw as necessary
due to the changing nature of the jobs market.
George’s second major contribution to
education came in 1969 when he published
The Geological History of the British Isles, with
two chapters contributed by Alan Wright. This
became a standard stratigraphy textbook for

George was a member
of the International
Association of
Mathematical Geology,
and a Fellow, then
Senior Fellow of the
Geological Society
of London
many UK universities and a reference work for
the many foreign scholars who visit the areas of
classic geology in the British Isles. It stands as a
starting point for new research into their plate
tectonic evolution.
George spent several summer vacations
in the United States, visiting swamp areas
similar to the conditions where coal is laid
down as a sedimentary rock, visiting coal
mines and undertaking consultancy work on
coal reserve calculation for coal companies.
He incorporated these experiences into
subsequent editions of his undergraduate book
of geological map exercises.

Supportive and generous
George was a member of the International
Association of Mathematical Geology, and a
Fellow, then Senior Fellow of the Geological
Society of London. He looked forward to the
arrival of Geoscientist magazine to the last.
His daughter summed up his character as
cheerful, encouraging, supportive and generous
to everyone. This is also how his students and
colleagues will remember him.

Contact
If you would like to contribute an
obituary, please email the editor
geoscientist@geolsoc.org.uk
Roll of Honour
Deceased Fellows for whom no obituary
is forthcoming have their names and dates
recorded in a Roll of Honour at
www.geolsoc.org.uk/obituaries
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DO N ALD B OW E S was born in Brighton, Adelaide,
South Australia. He studied Geology at the
University of Adelaide under the renowned
Professor Sir Douglas Mawson FRS of Antarctic
fame. Don gained his BSc (1946) and MSc
(1948), plus a Tate Medal and one of only two
‘1851’ awards from Australia to study for a PhD
at Imperial College London (1948 – 50) under
H. H. Read FRS, because it was impossible
to obtain a PhD in Australia at that time. He
mapped the Sturtian tillite of the Mount Fitton
area of the Flinders Ranges, South Australia,
and studied the chemistry of its migmatisation,
after reviving the renowned Imperial College
geochemical laboratory, which closed during
the war. Don’s leg-pulling puzzled Read;
Don would put his geological map upside
down “as we always put the South Pole at the
top”. Convinced from 1948 of continental
movement and break-up, then controversial,
he brought a breath of fresh air to academia.

He made links
with the Mount
Sinai Hospital
Environmental
Mineralogy Unit and
began decades of
studies of the medical
problems of dust
mineralogy, especially
asbestos and talc
Teaching and research
After two years lecturing at Adelaide and three at
Swansea University, Don became Senior
Lecturer at the University of Glasgow (in 1956)
and then Professor (in 1975), teaching with great
enthusiasm and energy Precambrian geology,
igneous and metamorphic petrology and
especially mapping, in the Scottish Highlands,
Ballachulish and Lewisian areas.
Over 60 years, Don published ~300
articles (single and jointly authored) detailing
research that ranged over five continents,
usually with energetic field involvement, and

scores of encyclopaedia entries. Although the
Precambrian complexes of the Baltic Shield of
Finland, the Beartooth Mountains of MontanaWyoming, Peninsula India, southern Australia,
Siberia and China were all involved, it was the
Scottish Lewisian that he did most research
on. Controversy over whether there was one
or more sets of dykes between the Archean of
Scourie and the Paleoproterozoic of Laxford
went on for years, but dating vindicated Don’s
mapping of more than one. Years of work went
into the Bohemian massif, the appinites of
Scotland, Norway, Czech Republic and Utah,
and the major igneous Bushveld and Stillwater
complexes. Much dating relied on the East
Kilbride Isotope Centre.

Collaboration
As a Fulbright Scholar and with his family, Don
spent 1966 in New York at Columbia University
studying the Manhattan Formation. He also made
links with the Mount Sinai Hospital Environmental
Mineralogy Unit and began decades of studies
of the medical problems of dust mineralogy,
especially asbestos and talc, which led to 23
years as a Contributing Editor of the American
Journal of Industrial Medicine, 1980 – 2003.
Another long-standing commitment of over
20 years was collaboration and exchanges
between Glasgow University and Charles
University (Prague). This collaboration
resulted in ~40 papers with joint studies of
the Bohemian massif and British localities,
which the communist authorities during the
Cold War unusually allowed, including PhD
students. This collaboration also led Charles
University to award Don a Gold Medal in 1998
and the Emanuel Borickuy Medal in 2003.
Don became a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh in 1976 and later Vice President, but
his chief service to that Society was to revitalise
the nearly moribund Transactions for Earth
Sciences, being Executive Editor 1978 – 85.
Above all Don was a lively, most energetic
man in international demand as a visitor.
Much of the above relied upon the steadfast
cooperation and support of his wife Mary
(who died in 2020), especially the multiple
international cooperations, the joint operagoing, Methodist church attendance and hymn
singing. Don leaves two sons, a daughter, six
grandchildren and a greatgrandchild.

OBITUARIES

DONALD RALPH
BOWES
1926 – 2021

A Precambrian
geologist and
petrologist with
remarkable energy
and enthusiasm

BY B E RNA R D E LGE Y
LE AKE

Pictured, above: Donald
was admired by his
colleagues across
academia and industry
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Elections to
Council 2022
Find out more about this year’s nominees
Supporting statements for
Council nominees

at all stages in the academic
and professional development
of future generations
of geoscientists.
Proposer:

Prof John
Underhill
Supporters: Prof Iain Stewart
and Dr Sian
Davies-Vollum

picture of Earth science career
pathways to attract and retain
students. I am particularly
passionate about outreach and
increasing diversity (e.g. Girls into
Geoscience), so would relish
the opportunity to further these
agendas within the Geological
Society. It would be a privilege
to serve on Council and to help
make a real difference to the
geoscience community.
Proposer: Dr Peter Rowley
Supporters: Dr Kirstie Wright
and Dr Kathryn
Goodenough

PROF MARK ANDERSON

My current role is Professor
of Geology in the School
of Geography, Earth and
Environmental Sciences at the
University of Plymouth, where
I have worked since 1991. I was
Head of Earth Sciences for eight
years and then Head of School
for seven years, stepping down
from that role in July 2020.
Active research projects and
teaching fall under the broad
umbrella of plate boundary
deformation processes, and all
incorporate significant elements
of fieldwork.
I have been a Fellow of
the Society since 1985 and a
Chartered Geologist since 2015.
I was awarded a Coke Medal in
2017. I have served as Secretary
and Chair of the Society’s South
West Regional Group, Executive
Secretary of the Committee
of Heads of University
Geoscience Departments
and Executive Secretary and
Chair of University Geoscience
UK. In 2021, I chaired the
review panel for the Society’s
university degree course
accreditation scheme.
As a member of Council, I will
use my experience to help the
Society serve its members and
wider society as the main voice
for geoscience in the UK. I am
also committed to make the
membership more diverse by
removing barriers to inclusion
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DR ANNA BIRD

I am a Senior Lecturer in Earth
Science at the University of
Hull, and have worked in
academia since 2007. My
broad research interests mean
I interact with a wide spectrum
of the geoscience community,
from Quaternary scientists to
members of the Marine Studies
Group, Tectonic Studies Group,
and industry partners. I am
active within UKRI, serving on
NERC standard grants panels
and a Future Leaders Fellowship
sifting panel, as well as having
successful grant applications.
I became a Fellow of the
Society in 2014, when I won
membership for the Young
Author of the Year Award. I am
on the Science Committee,
have served on specialist
interest group committees
since 2011, and held the role
of Chair of the Marine Studies
Group (2015 – 2018).
The Earth sciences face an
existential crisis due to declining
student numbers. I will work
to strengthen the link between
the Society and universities,
to ensure that we build a clear

DR ANDREW DOBRZANSKI

The Society needs a secure
future through a strong
national strategy, increased
membership, and a
guaranteed long-term home.
If elected I would: partner with
regional UK organisations to
deliver high-profile memberdriven events across the UK;
support university student
activities to increase Society
membership; and champion
the expansion of the Society’s
international partnerships.
My research background is in
igneous petrology, gemmology,
and critical-metal ore-deposit
geology. I have previously
served on the Society’s
Information Management
Committee and the MinSoc’s
Applied Mineralogy Group. I am
particularly interested in metal
and materials supply chains and
the reuse of waste materials.

I manage the Royce
Institute’s materials science
research facilities at the
University of Cambridge and
organise interdisciplinary
Energy Transition events
involving geologists, materials
scientists and policy makers.
The role of modern geologists
is crucial to sensible energy
and development policies, and
I would champion this in the
Society’s outreach work.
As Secretary of the Royal
Chartered Newcastle Mining
Institute, I’ve developed a
new organisational strategy;
organised annual Geological
Society events; promoted
professional opportunities
to students; and built links
with the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Institution of
Mechanical Engineers and
Institute of Materials, Minerals
and Mining. I am experienced
in charity, tenancy, lease law
and legal issues involving Royal
Charters, and I aim to finally
resolve the Burlington House
tenancy issue.
Proposer:

Prof John
Cosgrove
Seconders: Dr Ted Nield and
Dr Lesley Dunlop

D R N ATA S H A D O W E Y

If elected to Council, I would
be a vocal advocate for change.
The Geological Society’s
voice is respected, but there
is much work to be done. We
must engage the public in a
sustainable geoscience agenda
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that makes our discipline
more relevant and attractive
to geoscientists of the future.
We must make our discipline
more equitable, for both those
studying and working within it,
and for the communities that
geoscientists serve.
I am currently Course Lead
of Environmental Science at
Sheffield Hallam University.
Previously, I was Lecturer in
Geology at the University of
Hull. I am founder and Editor of
Geoscience for the Future, which
publishes stories highlighting
how geoscientists are making
the world a better place and
connects geoscientists with
schools for outreach events.
I am EDI Champion trustee
for the charity Geology for
Global Development.
Prior to my academic
career, I spent seven years as
a research geoscientist in the
oil-and-gas sector after gaining
my PhD in volcanology at the
University of Liverpool. I have an
MPhil in igneous geochemistry
and a BSc in Environmental
Earth Science from Aberystwyth
University. I have been a Fellow
for almost 20 years and served
on the Geoconservation
Committee from 2014 – 2017.
Proposer:

Prof Richard D
Pancost
Seconders: Dr Sam Giles and
Dr Peter Rowley

Plymouth) and MSc Engineering
Geology (University of
Portsmouth).
I am a keen advocate for
diversity and inclusion within the
geosciences, with a focus on
outreach to secondary school
children within deprived areas
in the UK. I am Treasurer and
Trustee for the charity Diversity
in Geoscience, an Enterprise
Advisor for local schools and
an active STEM Ambassador.
In 2019, I won the Rising Star
Award at the EMAP Ground
Engineering Magazine Awards
due to my contribution to STEM
initiatives and my passion for
advocating that a career in the
geosciences is available to all.
I am the current Chair of
the South East Regional Group
and have been active on the
committee since taking part in
the Early Careers Geoscientist
Competition. Being a member
of the Geological Society’s
Council would be a natural
progression from my current
role; and I hope to use my
experience to further diversify
the Society, and make it more
visible and approachable to
future geoscientists from
variable backgrounds.
Proposer: Andrew Hart
Seconders: Tracey Radford
and David Shilston

31 years with Rio Tinto plc,
working mainly with base and
precious metals, and industrial
minerals in 25 countries in
six continents. This included
geological contributions in
mine scoping to feasibility
studies, exploration, planning,
acquisition, divestment,
operation, software and
geotechnical data, and as a
Competent Person for Mineral
Resources reporting for copper,
gold and lithium borates
projects, as well as training and
mentoring others in this role.
I have been a Fellow of the
Society for 16 years and have
represented the Geological
Society for eight years on
the Pan-European Reserves
and Resources Reporting
Committee, which is a member
of the worldwide CRIRSCO
professional standards
organisation. I am a Chartered
Engineer and a Member of
the Institute of Materials,
Minerals and Mining. I am now
semi-retired, with freelance
consultancy, but I also pursue
local geological interests
in South-West England,
including part-time research
into trace micro-fossils for
a PhD in Geology at the
University of Bristol.
Proposer:

Dr Stephen
Henley
Supporters: Prof Maurice
Tucker and
Ruth Allington

I have been a Fellow of the
Society since 2000 and have
had a close association with
many of its publication activities.
I was awarded the Journal of
the Geological Society Early
Career Award in 2008, and
over the past ten years I have
organised and co-organised
several major conferences
and published outputs in three
Special Publications. I have
served on what is now known as
the Energy Group Committee,
and since 2018 on the Books
Committee. Elsewhere, I am an
Associate Editor of the Journal
for Sedimentary Research, and
have acted as guest Associate
Editor for Sedimentology.
The Society faces various
challenges in the coming years,
and the increasing complexity of
the publications model is one of
them. I believe that my extensive
experience in publishing and on
Society committees ensures that
I am well qualified to support the
Society’s Publishing House and
Library through the Publications
and Information Committee
in terms of meeting the
forthcoming challenges. I would
be excited and honoured to serve
the Society in this capacity.
Proposer:

Prof Richard
D Law
Seconders: Dr Colin P
North and Prof
James Griffith

MARK PHILIP HOWSON
HOLLIE FISHER

I am a Senior Engineering
Geologist with seven years’
experience with Atkins, working
on a variety of water and
infrastructure projects across
the UK and abroad. Prior to
starting my career, I studied
BSc Physical Geography
and Geology (University of

I hope to assist the Geological
Society as a Council member
with regard to the mineral
industry, its professional
standards and the supply of
strategic minerals. I graduated
in 1977 from Imperial College
of Science and Technology,
London, in Mining Geology
and have had a 40-year career
in the industry, including

BEN LEPLEY
PROF DANIEL LE HERON

(* Endorsed by Council)
I am a Professor of
Sedimentology at the University
of Vienna and my main research
area lies in the understanding
of ancient glaciations and
their deposits.

*One of the candidates is endorsed by Council because they have volunteered to undertake a key task for the Society.

Geoscience is fundamental
to understanding and tackling
climate change, but there is a
lack of public understanding
of what it is and why we need
it. The Geological Society has
been making inroads and is
well-placed as a trusted and
well-connected institution to
GEOSCIENTIST.ONLINE | SPRING 2022
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push this message further. My
principal reason for joining
Council would be to assist with
improving the perception of
geoscience in the public eye,
particularly with the aim of
encouraging more students to
study and choose a career in this
diverse and rewarding area.
I have worked for SRK
Consulting since graduating
from Cardiff University; first as
a mineral resource geologist
for 12 years and now as an
environmental consultant for
the past year. I have been a
Fellow since 2008, served on
the Southern Wales Regional
Group committee between 2009
and 2011, and gained Chartered
Geologist status in 2014. As
part of my role as co-chair of
the public perception of mining
committee with the Critical
Minerals Association, I engage
with a number of organisations
including school and university

education, academia, exploration
and mining industry. I feel I
can contribute to Council with
ideas on industry-academia
collaboration, multi-disciplinary
thinking and public outreach.
Thank you for your
consideration.
Proposer: Dr Mike Armitage
Supporters: Martin Pittuck
and Robert
Goddard

DR DAVID NEAVE

Geoscientists will play central
roles in confronting societal
challenges over the coming
years, whether by helping to
achieve net zero, mitigating
the effects of climate change
or improving the sustainability
of resource extraction.
However, public perceptions
of geoscience are mixed,
and student recruitment
remains low. Fortunately,
the Society’s integration of
academic, industrial and
policy expertise means that it
is well placed to advocate for
geoscience, both now and in
the future. I believe that key
topics to ensure the Society’s
continuing relevance and
accessibility in the years ahead
will include reforming degree
accreditation, improving the
inclusivity and affordability
of Fellowship, and ensuring
that publishing activities are

as open and sustainable as
possible. By serving on Council
I would bring an early career
perspective to these vital
issues, and champion the
importance of attracting and
retaining new Fellows who will
ultimately ensure the Society’s
long-term success.
I became a Fellow in 2013
and have been employed as a
NERC Independent Research
Fellow at the University of
Manchester since 2019. I
currently serve as the Science
Committee’s early career
representative and recently
chaired the local organising
committee for the 2022 annual
meeting of the Volcanic and
Magmatic Studies Group.
Proposer:

Prof Marie
Edmonds
Supporters: Prof Ernest Rutter
and Dr Kathryn
Goodenough

CONTINUING MEMBERS OF COUNCIL 2022-2023:
NAME
Mrs Joanna Alexander
Prof Mark Allen
Ms Ruth Allington (President Designate)
Dr Neil Frewin
Dr Jennie Gilbert
Dr Joel Gill
(Secretary, Foreign & External Affairs)
Mr Martin Griffin
Prof James Griffiths
(Secretary, Professional)
Dr Michael Kehinde
Mr Peter Loader
Dr Keith Myers (Treasurer)
Dr Amanda Owen
Dr John Perry
Ms Gemma Sherwood
Prof Robin Strachan
(Secretary, Publications)
Miss Lucy Thomas
Mrs Lucy Williams

EXPERTISE
SECTOR
Geoscience, Communications, Culture Change
Industry
Tectonics
Academe
Engr. Geol., Resource Geol., ESG, Mining and Quarrying Sector, Dispute Resolution Industry
Petroleum Geology
Industry
Volcanology
Academe
Social Geology, Disaster Risk Reduction,
Government
Sustainable Development
Geotechnical Engineering
Industry
Engineering Geology
Academe
Hydrogeology
Geoscience Education
Petroleum Geology

Government
Academe
Industry

Sedimentology
Engineering Geology
Engineering Geology
Tectonics, Geochronology

Academe
Industry
Industry
Academe

Chartered Geologist and Specialist in Land Condition
Petroleum Geology

Industry
Industry

MEMBERS OF COUNCIL RETIRING AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING ON 8 JUNE 2022:
NAME
Dr Michael C Daly (President)
Dr Kathryn Goodenough
Mr Andrew Moore
Mrs Sarah Scott
Miss Jessica Smith (Vice President)
Dr Alexander Whittaker
(Secretary, Science)
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EXPERTISE
Continental Tectonics and Resources
Mineral Resources, Igneous Petrology, Crustal Evolution
Contaminated Land
Hydrogeology
Engineering Geology
Tectonics and Landscape Dynamics

SECTOR
Academe
Government
Industry
Government
Industry
Academe

FIVE MINUTES
WITH…

“I have a
passion for
wild places”
D R E M M A L I U is a volcanologist at
University College London, Lead on the
‘Aerial Observations of Volcanic Gas
Emissions’ (ABOVE) project, and the
2021 winner of the Geological Society’s
Wollaston Fund

Tell us about your work
I have always been fascinated by the processes that
underpin volcanic eruptions and motivated by the
need to understand their environmental and societal
impacts. My research focuses on volcanic emissions –
from the generation of volcanic ash during eruptions
and its transport in the atmosphere, to the geochemical
controls on volatile outgassing and the consequences
for eruptive style and air quality. I am a field
volcanologist and a key part of my work is developing
innovative solutions for geochemical monitoring.

What are you currently working on?
I am analysing samples from the eruption of La
Palma in September 2021. Together with local
colleagues, we sampled gas from the volcanic
plume to explore the processes driving the explosive
behaviour and aerosols to investigate the regional
air quality hazard posed by the volcanic emissions.

What’s a typical day for you?
There is no such thing. I could be working in the field,
lab, at my desk, or teaching students. Fieldwork days
are physically demanding and frequently frustrating
when things go wrong, yet incredibly rewarding.

What’s your
favourite thing
about your work?
It allows me to
combine my passion
for exploration and
being in wild places
with my curiosity
to understand how
things work. I’ve
been immensely
privileged to have
the opportunity to
travel to some of the
most remote regions
of our planet, while
collecting new data
that advance our
understanding of
magmatic systems
and their impact on
the world around us.

Tell us more about the ABOVE project
ABOVE was an international, multidisciplinary project
to develop long-range, drone-based strategies for
measuring volcanic gas emissions from strongly
degassing, but inaccessible, volcanoes – from directly
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Pictured, above: Emma’s
research involves
much fieldwork

within their plumes. The research lies at the intersection
of volcanology and aerospace engineering, and was
an opportunity to bring together colleagues from nine
countries to pursue experimental ‘blue-sky’ research.
The project was part of the Deep Carbon Observatory
– a global community seeking to understand how
carbon moves through the Earth system – and targeted
Papua New Guinea because it is home to several
active volcanoes, yet ground-based measurements are
challenging. Detecting changes in gas chemistry and
emission rate are vital for volcano monitoring, and help
answer big-picture questions on the role of volcanoes
in global geochemical cycles, such as the carbon cycle.
The use of drones in research is now bridging the
gap between in-situ sampling and remote sensing
from satellites, particularly in hazardous environments.
Aerial measurements are becoming a crucial
component of eruption response efforts.

What advice would you give to someone
hoping to work in your field?
Build a diverse and supportive network of mentors
at different stages of their own research careers,
preferably from a range of different disciplines. I am
fortunate to have had the support of many people
who are generous with both their time and knowledge,
and they have each shaped my journey to independent
research in different ways. Mentoring can take many
forms, and sometimes you may not even realise that
you are being mentored, but having those people to
keep you grounded and curious is really important.

